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Germany Committed
Group of 700-Plus Individuals
To Combating BDS,
From India Slated to Make Aliyah
European Anti-Semitism
by

The Brandenburg Gate Berlin, Germany, May 15, 2016. (Hadas Parush/Flash90)

(JNS) — G e r m a ny h a s
taken the contemporary fight
against anti-Semitism to include a robust stance against
t he ant i-Israel BDS movement, according to a new re-

port released on Aug. 21 by
the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies.
In “Boykott: Germany’s Battle Against the Delegitimiza(Germany — Page 7)

‘Light Blade’ Laser System
Intercepts Nearly 100 Percent
Of Hamas Balloons in Its Sector

Border Police commander Kobi Shabtai stands next to the Lahav Or (Light
Blade) laser interceptor. (Oren Cohen)

JOSH HASTEN

(JNS) — Israel’s Minister of
Aliyah and Absorption Knesset
member Penina Tamanu-Shata announced this month that
in cooperation with the Interior Ministry, she is moving
ahead with plans for the aliyah
of 722 members of the Bnei
Menashe community of northeastern India. The first group
is anticipated to arrive in Israel
after the Jewish High Holidays,
which end in mid-October.
The announcement came in
a meeting with the Shavei Israel organization’s chairman
and founder Michael Freund.
During the past two decades,
Shavei Israel has assisted in the
immigration and absorption of

by

TAL ARIEL AMIR

Or” (Light Blade) laser system
deployed on the border of the
Gaza Strip to shoot down a record number of explosives-lad(Light Blade — Page 8)

Doctor Who Tweeted She Would
Give Jews the Wrong Medications
Loses Medical Certificate
by

MARCY OSTER

(JTA) — The State Medical
Board of Ohio permanently
revoked the medical training
certificate of a doctor who was
fired from two residency programs after old anti-Semitic
tweets surfaced — including
one in which she threatened
to give Jews the wrong medications.
Lara Kollab is permanently
prohibited from practicing os-

more than 4,000 Bnei Menashe.
The Bnei Menashe, sons of
Manasseh, claim descent from
one of the Ten Lost Tribes of

Israel, who were sent into exile
by the Assyrian Empire more
than 27 centuries ago. Their
(Aliyah — Page 13)

Frankfurt Jewish Museum’s $58
Million Extension Reclaims Anne
Frank’s Forgotten Roots in the City
by

CNAAN LIPHSHIZ

FRANKFURT, Germany (JTA)
— Although she was born in
this city, Anne Frank is mainly
associated with Amsterdam,
where she hid during the Holocaust and wrote her famous
diaries.
Now a new $58 million Jewish museum in the heart of
Frankfurt is preparing to showcase the Frank family’s deep
attachment to a city they left for
the Dutch capital in 1933, when
Anne was 4 years old.
(Forgotten Roots — Page 6)

It took only 10 days for the
two members of Israel’s Border
Police who are the only personnel manning the new “Lahav

From left: First Pvt. Ayala Tova Hangshing; Minister of Aliyah and Absorption
Penina Tamanu-Shata; Shavei Israel’s Coordinator for Bnei Menashe Tzvi Khaute;
and Shavei Israel’s chairman and founder Michael Freund. (Courtesy Shavei Israel)

Mirjam Wenzel is the director of the new Jewish Museum of Frankfurt, Aug.
25. (Cnaan Liphshiz)

Why Are Teens Pretending to Be
Holocaust Victims on TikTok?
by

MADDY ALBERT

teopathic medicine or surgery
in Ohio, Cleveland.com reported. She surrendered her certificate prior to its revocation Aug.
12, according to the report, and
cannot participate in another
medical training program in
the state.
Kollab wrote scores of anti-Semitic social media posts
between 2011 to 2013 but deleted them after being accepted

TikTok has become a central part of my social media
diet while spending more time
inside during the pandemic.
Among the mix of very funny
people and powerful political
statements, a number of trends
have popped up on the app.
I recently became aware of a
fun new trend among younger
TikTokers: POV or point-of-view
videos, which are basically little scenes of TikTokers dressing
up as different characters. Some
of my personal faves include @
nicoleciravolo’s school secre-

(Doctor Who — Page 4)

(TikTok — Page 4)

Jewish children at a concentration camp. (Yevhen Borysov/Getty Images; header image
design by Emily Burack)
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Culture …

On the Go?

In the 1920s, a Black
Cantor Moved the World

Take the news
with you!
The E-Edition of
The Jewish Ledger

by

PJ GRISAR

In June, Henry Sapoznik was
scrolling through Facebook
when he saw something he’d
been seeking for more than
40 years: a 1923 recording of
a man named Thomas LaRue,
cred ited as “Der Shva r t ze
Khazn” or, “the Black Cantor.”
“I fell out of my chair,” said
Sapoznik, a music producer,
performer and musicologist
who first learned of the Okeh
record in the mid-70s when he
was working on a discography
of Jewish music. The listing
made him do a double take —
a Black cantor from the 1920s?
Sapoznik, whose late father
was a khazn of the old school,
saw nothing else like this recording in his research and
expended considerable energy
trying to track it down. But
since it was old and not a huge
hit, the search soon proved to
be close to impossible. Four
decades later, Lorin Sklamberg,
Sapoznik’s successor as sound
archivist at YIVO, posted the record online. YIVO acquired the
disc some time after Sapoznik
left in 1997 and it sat unregarded in the collection for years.
He had just missed it.
When he f ina lly got t he
music, Sapoznik was excited
— and scared.
“Without hearing the recording, all these years I kept saying

TheJewishLedger.com

On the Go?

Take the news with you!
The E-Edition of The Jewish Ledger
TheJewishLedger.com

IN MEMORIAM

David M. Flaum
THE UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM mourns the passing
of Council Member David M. Flaum. David was appointed by
President George W. Bush and re-appointed by President Donald
J. Trump to serve on the Museum’s governing Council.
The son of Holocaust survivors, David was deeply committed to
preserving Holocaust memory and education, and he was also a
passionate and eloquent advocate on behalf of the Museum’s mission.
He served in various leadership positions and played a critical
role in building the institution’s capacity to meet its growing needs
and increasing demands for educational programming. In addition
to serving on the Council’s Executive Committee and Investment
Committee, he was a long-standing member of its Finance Committee,
which he chaired from 2005 to 2010.
We send our sincerest condolences to his wife, Ilene, and the entire
Flaum family.
Howard M. Lorber, Chairman
Allan M. Holt, Vice Chairman
Sara J. Bloomﬁeld, Director

ushmm 6 x 6.75

A poster for Thomas LaRue (here styled as “La-Rue”), the “Black Cantor”
taken from Edna Nahshon’s “New York Yiddish Theater: From the Bowery
to Broadway.” (Columbia University Press, 2016)

‘what happens if this is a freak
show? What happens if this is
some joke?’”
The offensive novelty potential was certainly there. Acts
like Peter Chan, aka “Der Yiddishe Chinaman,” had some
currency during the heyday
of Yiddish vaudeville. But La
Rue’s “Shvartze Khazn” moniker also raised alarm bells. The
word “shvartze,” which means
black, is now acknowledged as

a Yiddish slur for Black people.
But Sapoznik said that the word
was not being used pejoratively
or derisively in this historical
context, though others may differ.
The Yiddish press, quoted
at some length on Sapoznik’s
newly-launched blog, were
floored by La Rue’s performances — and not just because he
was Black.
(Black Cantor — Page 8)

Mazel Tov! Mazel Tov!

Bar/Bat Mitzvahs, Graduations, Awards, Promotions,
Engagements, Weddings, Births…

E-mail information and photos to: info@thejewishledger.com or mail to
The Jewish Ledger. Announcements are free.

Mazel tov to Hope & Matthew
Rosenbaum on the engagements
of their son, Jacob Rosenbaum
to Adina Lederman; and their
daughter Madeline Rosenbaum
to Adam Edelstein. Mr. Rosenbaum and Ms. Lederman plan
a December wedding in Jerusa- J a c o b R o s e n - Adam Edelstein
lem, Israel; Ms. Rosenbaum and baum & Adina a n d M a d e l i n e
Rosenbaum
Mr. Edelstein plan an August Lederman
2021 wedding in Rochester, New
York. Mazel tov also to grandmother Judith Rosenbaum of Rochester and grandfather Dr. William Rockwood of Albany, New York.
Mazel tov to Jewish Senior Life’s Jackie Felker,
who was honored as a Health Care Hero by Rochester
Business Journal. Felker has been with Jewish Senior
Life for 3 years and oversees a clinical team whose
goal is to provide the best patient experience possible.
Under Felker’s leadership, the mySuccess program
expanded its capacity from 66 to 88 patients. Felker’s strong clinical and mentorship skills also helped
reduce hospital readmission rates by 5 percent and
shorten the lengths of the hospital stays.

Jackie Felker
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The News in Brief …
FBI Explains Why
it Tweeted Link to
Files on ‘Protocols
of Elders of Zion’
by

MARCY OSTER

(JTA) — The FBI explained
why it tweeted a link to a 139page selection of the bureau’s
files on anti-Semitic text from
the early 20th century “The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion.”
Hours after the FBI Records
Vault sent the tweet on Wednesday afternoon without context,
here’s what the FBI tweeted:
“Earlier today FOIA materials
were posted to the FBI’s Vault
and FOIA Twitter account via
an automated process without
further outlining the context of
the documents. We regret that
this release may have inadvertently caused distress among
the communities we serve.
“The FBI often receives information from members of the
public, which is captured in our
permanent files and released
under FOIA law. The FBI must
process historical files that
were collected in the past, some
of which may be considered offensive,” the thread continued.
Some Twitter users took the
original tweet as a promotion of
the message in the “Protocols.”
However, the Twitter account
regularly tweets declassified archival FBI documents. The original tweet spurred thousands of
responses: Some Twitter users
cheered it, while others condemned it.
Many responses to the “context” tweet called on the FBI to
delete the “Protocols” link and
others called for an explanation
to be included with the original
tweet of the document.
Marianne Williamson, a Jewish former candidate for the
Democratic Party’s nomination for president, responded:
“This isn’t about needing more
‘context!’ And it’s not about
‘causing distress.’ It’s about the
most vicious anti-Semitic propaganda ever created, which
has caused persecution and
murder on a vast scale at times
and in places throughout the
world. TAKE IT DOWN!!!!”
The Auschwitz Memorial
and Museum in its response to
the original tweet responded:
“The context of the antisemitic
hoax is there, deep inside the
documents. Context REALLY
matters.”

Biden Campaign
Reaffirms
Commitment to
Working with Arab
Americans After
Disavowing Activist
Linda Sarsour
by

MARCY OSTER

(JTA) — The Biden campaign
reportedly reaffirmed to Arab
and Muslim Democrats its commitment to working with Arab
Americans following its disavowal of Palestinian-American

Linda Sarsour speaks at Mothers of the Resistance: Women Leading the
Movement during the 2019 SXSW Conference and Festivals at JW Marriott
in Austin, March 11, 2019. (Rita Quinn/Getty Images for SXSW)

activist Linda Sarsour.
The private call with Arab
and Muslim activists on Sunday was initially billed by the
Middle East Eye as an apology.
The London-based online news
outlet covering the Middle East
obtained a recording of the offthe-record call.
But Symone Sanders later
clarified its purpose in a message to CNN’s Jake Tapper,
which he tweeted.
“We met to affirm Vice President Biden’s unshakeable commitment to working with Arab,
Palestinian and Muslim Americans and to make clear that
we regretted any hurt that was
caused to these communities,”
the tweet said. “We continue
to reject the views that Linda
Sarsour has expressed.”
The views to which Sanders
is referring include accusations
of Jewish supremacy and support for the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement
against Israel.
The call comes a week after
the Biden campaign affirmed
its rejection of BDS and asserted that Sarsour has no role in
the campaign following her
appearance at an online meeting of Muslims who will be

campaigning for Biden for president.
During Sunday’s call with
Arab and Muslim activists,
Ashley Allison, national coalitions director for the Biden
campaign, said “I am sorry
that that happened. And I hope
that whatever trust was broken,
that this conversation is one
small step to help build back
the trust,” according to the Middle East Eye.
Campaign foreign policy adviser Tony Blinken offered his
“apologies for what we did and
what happened.”
“Historically, Republicans
and Democrats have been quick
to dismiss Muslim, Arab-American and especially Palestinian-American voices, and I
want to reiterate on behalf of
all of us our support for your
communities,” he also said.

Police Investigating
Arson Attack on
Israeli-Owned
Bar in Berlin
by

TOBY AXELROD

(JTA) — Police are investigating an arson attack at an
Israeli-owned Berlin bar that
has been the repeated target of

anti-Semitic harassment.
The most recent incident
took place early on the morning of Aug. 14. Local residents
alerted the fire department
that they smelled smoke at
the Morgen Wird Besser (“Tomorrow will be better”) bar.
No one was injured in the
fire, which police described
as arson.
A spokesperson for the Department for Research and
Information on Antisemitism
Berlin, or RIAS, told JTA in an
email that investigators found
graffiti in the bar after the fire,
including a Star of David and
the number 28. That number
signifies the second and eighth
letters of the alphabet, which
represent the “Blood & Honour” slogan of the Nazi-era
Hitler Youth organization.
“The owner is a Jewish Israeli who has been the target
of anti-Semitic hostilities by
local right-wing extremists in
the past,” the spokesperson
said.
At a solidarity rally called
by the Lichtenberg Anti-Fascist Network on Tuesday, the
bar’s owner, who has not been
named in the press, said he
would not close shop, despite
the repeated threats. According to RBB radio, some 200
people showed up for the rally
against anti-Semitism and
right-wing extremism.
According to Berlin Tagesspiegel, the owner opened a
restaurant in Berlin’s Lichtenberg district in 2012 and
turned it into a bar in 2014.
From the start, he dealt with
threats, break-ins and intimidation by neo-Nazis. A skinhead who regularly patronized
the bar once told him: “You
Jews are like cockroaches.”
Anti-foreigner stickers have
also been found in the bar.
The most recent threatening
phone call came several days

before the arson attack. The
caller allegedly said, “I want
you gone.”

Rouhani Puts Talks
Back on Table If
U.S. Returns to
2015 Nuclear Deal

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani.
(Wikimedia Commons)

(JNS) — Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani said on Tuesday that his country will enter
discussions with the United
States if it returns to the 2015
nuclear deal.
“Washington’s ma x imum
pressure policy on Iran has
failed 100 percent… If Washington wants an agreement
with us, then they should apologize for exiting the deal and
return to it,” he said in a televised news conference.
Tensions between the United States and Iran have exponentially increased since the
Trump administration withdrew in May 2018 from the 2015
nuclear accord and reimposed
sanctions lifted under it, along
with enacting new penalties
against the regime.
U.S. President Donald Trump
has said that if re-elected in
November, he would get a deal
with Iran “within four weeks.”
His Democratic opponent,
former U.S. Vice President Joe
Biden, has said that the United
States would re-enter the 2015
agreement if and when Iran returns to complying with it. b

Family out of town? Weather preventing travel?
Unable to leave your home?
Brighton Memorial Chapel offers live funeral broadcasting
for services that take place within our chapel.
All at NO CHARGE.

3325 Winton Road S., Rochester NY 14623 • www.BrightonMemorialChapel.com

585-427-8520

See why Brighton Memorial Chapel is Establishing a New Tradition.
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Brandeis Targeted by EU Study Examines Wrong Textbooks,
Concludes Palestinian Authority
Bomb Threat a Week
Promotes Peace With Israel
Before School Starts
by

SHIRA HANAU

(JTA) — Brandeis University was the target of a bomb
threat on Thursday, August 20,
less than a week before classes
for the fall semester are set to
begin.
An alert was sent through the
Boston-area university’s alert
system at 10:55 a.m. advising
those on campus to seek shelter and those off campus to
remain there. An all-clear message went out at 1:40 p.m.
“Public Safety has concluded
their search and determined
that it is safe to end the shelterin-place and resume activities.
We thank you very much for
your patience and understand-

ing,” the message read.
This was not first bomb
threat against Brandeis, which
has a large Jewish population.
In August 2017, an emailed
threat caused the university to
evacuate its campus. The threat
was among a number of bomb
threats against local institutions that were later found to
be “hoaxes.” The perpetrator
was sentenced to 17 years in
prison.
Jewish Americans founded
Brandeis at a time when many
universities were closed to Jewish students. According to Hillel
International, the Jewish campus
life organization, a third of its
undergraduates are Jewish. b

Trump Administration Pressing
F-35 Fighter Jet Sale to UAE
Over Israel’s Objections
by

MARCY OSTER

(JTA) — The Trump administration is moving forward with
plans to sell the F-35 stealth
fighter jet to the United Arab
Emirates over the objections
of Israel.
Administration officials have
given the UAE military a classified briefing about the F-35, The
New York Times reported.
In the days since a peace
agreement between Israel and
the UAE was announced by
President Donald Trump, Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has continued to deny that
he agreed to allow the UAE to
obtain the fighter jet as part of
the agreement, which also sees
Israel suspending the annexation of parts of the West Bank
— temporarily at least.
It is likely, however, that the
United States promised the jets
to the UAE to encourage the

Emiratis to accept the agreement.
Preserving Israel’s qualitative military edge over its Arab
neighbors in the region is enshrined in law in the United
States. Congress would have to
approve such a sale.
Israel already has F-35s in
service. The first two arrived
in Israel in late 2016. Israel has
ordered a total of 50 of the $100
million planes from the Lockheed Martin company, with
delivery to be completed by
December 2024.
Asked at a White House news
conference Wednesday about
Emirati interest in the planes,
Trump said “they’d like to buy
F-35s; we’ll see what happens.
It’s under review, but they made
a great — a great advance in
peace in the Middle East.
“Look, they’ve definitely got
the money to pay for it.” b

Doctor Who
by the Touro College of Osteopathic Medicine in New York,
which calls itself “the largest
private university in the U.S.
with Jewish roots.” In an apology after her tweets drew public attention, Kollab said she
had written them because she
had “difficulty constructively
expressing my intense feelings

(Continued from Page 1)

about what I witnessed in my
ancestral land,” following visits
to Israel and the West Bank.
She was fired from a residency at the Cleveland Clinic after
three months there in 2018, and
was expelled from a second residency program at Kern Medical
Center in Bakersfield, California, several months later. b
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by

ARIEL KAHANA

A European Union-sponsored
study to examine whether textbooks used by schools in the
Palestinian Authority incite
against Israel actually examined
textbooks in Arabic used in the
Israeli school system.
The study concluded that P.A.
textbooks not only do not incite
against the Jewish state, but
actually promote coexistence between Palestinians and Israelis.
The study was ordered by former E.U. Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy chief Federica Mogherini, following criticism from E.U. lawmakers and
non-governmental organizations
that the E.U. was essentially
funding incitement against Israel, rather than educating toward
peace.
With that, IMPACT-Se, an international research and policy
institute that analyzes school
te x t b o ok s t h rou g hout t he
world, and that has a proven
track record of examining P.A.
textbooks, suspected from the
outset that the E.U. study was
unprofessional and intended to
whitewash the facts.
To conduct the study, the E.U.
hired the services of the Georg
Eckert Institute for International

TikTok

Textbook Research. The study,
portions of which were obtained
by Israel Hayom, consists of incorrect translations from Arabic
to English. Although the editing
process for the study was completed some time ago, the E.U.
has repeatedly delayed the publication of its conclusions.
It has now become apparent,
as well, that the study also failed
to distinguish between Palestinian textbooks and Israeli Arabic-language textbooks used by
schools in eastern Jerusalem.
These are textbooks that were
written in the P.A. but, before
being approved for use by the
Israeli Education Ministry, were
heavily edited to replace anti-Israel content with messages of
tolerance and peace.
In an internal presentation by
the Eckert Institute, under a chapter titled “Changes in Textbooks,”
researchers claim that the P.A.
curriculum for eighth-grade students had been modified.
“Five examples pertaining to
the conflict with Israel were replaced with examples promoting
peace and tolerance toward Israel,” the researchers said. The researchers also cited cooperation
between Israeli and Palestinian
firefighters, and claim that this

was taught to Palestinian school
children in the P.A.
However, IMPACT-se found
through its own inquiry that
the European researchers quoted
from textbooks that had already
been edited by Israel’s Education
Ministry, and do not appear anywhere in the Palestinian Authority’s education system.
IMPACT-se CEO Marcus Sheff
told Israel Hayom that the study’s
severe deficiencies and its confused findings were “extremely
regrettable.”
“The study was a comedy of
errors from start to finish. The
researchers ‘researched’ the
wrong textbooks. They looked
at textbooks from Arab schools
in Jerusalem and presented them
as coming from the Palestinian
Authority. The study includes
embarrassing sentences in basic
Arabic and lacks familiarity with
Palestinian culture; and oddly,
it also quotes from a study that
doesn’t exist.”
The E.U. said in response:
“The study includes textbooks
from east Jerusalem, but these
are not Israeli textbooks. The
study, which began in September 2019, will be published at
the end of 2020 as planned.” b
© Israel Hayom

(Continued from Page 1)

tary who stands up for kids sent
to the principal’s office for silly
reasons, and @actressbecc’s
mom at dinner and more. I love
this trend because it gives those
blessed with acting skills an opportunity to provide wholesome
entertainment in a trying time.
However, there’s also been a
number of pov TikToks from a
less wholesome and much more
controversial perspective: Jewish girls in the Holocaust — both
those who have perished and
those who’ve been abused.
Many Jewish people on Twitter have been calling out these
videos in the last few days, and
for good reason. In the videos,
teens put on stage makeup and
contour in order to look like
someone who suffered in a concentration camp and role-play
out different scenarios — like
God asking them why they
showed up in heaven “so early,”
or a Nazi grabbing their face and
jerking them around. There is
something visceral, and almost
sensual, about this charade. And
something deeply unsettling.
Without knowing much about
these various TikTokers, it’s
hard to know what their backgrounds are, though it feels safe
to assume that while some might
be Jewish, many are not. So to
the teens making these TikToks,
I have just a few thoughts:
First of all, to the Jewish teens
making these videos, I know you
because, in some ways, I was

you. In high school, I loved acting
and playing a part in life that I
never had. And as a young Jew
with ancestors who died in the
Holocaust, I often imagined what
it would have been like to really
experience that kind of urgency
and danger. So if you feel like
you can connect most with your
family history through dressing
up this way, I understand where
you’re coming from. Acknowledging your victimhood is complex, and can be validating in a
lot of ways. However, TikTok is
not necessarily the forum to unpack your complex and dignified
history. As I have gotten older, I
have found so much beauty and
joy in my own Jewish identity
beyond the history of my people
surviving the Holocaust. There is
so much depth, humor, coolness,
and sexiness in our culture today,
and to me, choosing this positivity every day is really what fighting anti-Semitism is all about.
And now, a word for the
non-Jewish TikTokers participating in the pov Holocaust trend:
Take your videos down right
now. Making pov videos from
points of view that aren’t your
own culture or race is cultural
appropriation, plain and simple.
This is traumatizing content —
and the definition of “trauma
porn.” By sharing these videos
in such a nonchalant and triggering way, on a platform mostly
used for silly jokes and distractions, you disrespect the families

of Jews and the many others
who perished in the Holocaust.
While most of us are aware of
anti-Semitism as the blatant hatred of Jews, it’s also important
to know about its ugly cousins:
philo-Semitism and fetishization. Philo-Semitism can appear
as an exaggerated love for Jews,
but at its essence, it still others
us and grossly misrepresents
what it actually means to be
Jewish today. When you make
videos of, for example, of a
Nazi guard admiring a young
Jewish girl, you play into the
tropes of Jewish girls being
“attractive” victims (and let’s
remember, nobody ever needs
a Nazi romance). More importantly, the trauma you are representing is not yours. It is not
your family’s. I understand it’s
possible you believe these videos can help educate your viewers about the history of Jews
in the Holocaust — and that
intent may be admirable — but
the content of your videos has
serious repercussions, mostly to
the very people you are trying
to support. Holocaust survivors
are still alive today. Respect
their dignity and don’t make
a 30-second video fetishizing
their family’s devastating fates.
So one more plea to the teens
on TikTok: Educate yourself
more about Holocaust history
and how deeply engrained it is
in Jewish lives today. b
© Alma, via JTA
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 28
Temple Sinai Erev Shabbat Service, at online, 6 p.m. Visit tsinai.org for more information.
Shabbat Service Online Via Zoom, at online, 6 p.m. Friday evening services are generally led by
Rabbi Drorah Setel with cantorial soloist, Charlene Sommers, and will feature a variety of formats
designed to take advantage of Zoom technology. Visit emanuelrochester.org under Events & Services for more details about the individual services and information on how to login.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
Chevra Torah Study Online Via Zoom, at online, 10 a.m. Rabbi Drorah Setel leads Chevra Torah
study, an in-depth discussion of the weekly Torah portion that combines traditional commentaries
with contemporary perspectives and the wisdom of our own experience. Free and open to the
community. Visitors and guests are warmly welcome. Visit emanuelrochester.org under Events &
Services for details on how to login.
Social Justice Torah Study, at online, 4 p.m. Rabbi Drorah Setel leads this online study group,
which will focus on the relationship between the weekly Torah portion and contemporary social
justice issues. No previous knowledge is required or expected. Visit emanuelrochester.org under
Events & Services for details on how to login.
Temple Sinai Havdalah for All, at online, 7 p.m. Visit tsinai.org for more information.
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 30
Erin Brockovich — Superman’s Not Coming: Our National Water Crisis and What We the
People Can Do About It, at online, 8 p.m. In her long-awaited book she makes clear why we are
in the trouble we’re in and how, in large and practical ways, we each can take actions to bring
about change. For more information, jccrochester.org.

MONDAY, AUGUST 31
Lunchtime Meditation with Rabbi Drorah Setel, at Online Via Zoom, 12:15 p.m. A weekly online
meditation session designed to heal and renew our spirits in these stressful times. Visit emanuelrochester.org under Events & Services for details on how to login.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
WXXI Reachout Radio reads The Jewish Ledger, 1 p.m. 258-0333.
Oppression and Social Change With Dr. Taj Smith, at Online Via Zoom, 6:30 p.m. The course
will examine the dynamics of oppressions and how to create social change with a focus on race and
racism, and socio-economic class and classism. Fee. For more information, jewishrochester.org.
Reflections on Race and Repentance, at online, 7 p.m. Leading up to High Holidays, Jewish tradition
teaches us to seek to repair harms, by engaging in the process of teshuvah (returning). Classes will
provide an opportunity to consider this issue within a Jewish framework and how it helps us to understand and address racism in our society. More information, 266-1978 or emanuelrochester@gmail.com.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
Susan B. Anthony Help Us Reclaim Our Vote, at online, 7 p.m. Women’s Philanthropy and the
Jewish Community Relations Council invite you to join one of the phone banking training sessions.
You will get all the tools you need to engage potential voters regarding their registration status.
For more information, 241-8626 or mgamilla@jewishrochester.org.
Jon Meacham — His Truth Is Marching On: John Lewis and the Power of Hope, at online, 8
p.m. The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Soul of America, brings us an intimate and revealing
portrait of civil rights icon and longtime U.S. congressman John Lewis, linking his life to the painful
quest for justice in America from the 1950s to the present. For more information, jccrochester.org.
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
Temple Sinai Erev Shabbat Service, at online, 6 p.m. See August 21.
Shabbat Service Online Via Zoom, at online, 6 p.m. See August 21.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Pittsford Village
Estates

Chevra Torah Study Online Via Zoom, at online, 10 a.m. See August 22.
Social Justice Torah Study, at online, 4 p.m. See August 22.
Temple Sinai Havdalah for All, at online, 7 p.m. See August 22.

Ponzi-Scheme Collaborator Peter
Madoff Released From Federal Custody
(JNS) — Peter Madoff, the
brother of disgraced financier
Bernie Madoff, has been released from federal custody, the
U.S. Bureau of Prisons told JNS.
Madoff, 74, was freed from
home confinement on Thursday.
He served a 10-year sentence
in a federal prison in Miami for
his involvement in his brother’s
Ponzi scheme, which was worth
almost $65 billion—the largest
in history and one that inflicted heavy financial losses upon

Jewish and other investors.
In June 2012, under a plea
dea l, he pleaded guilt y to
charges of conspiracy and fabricating investment records. He
was sentenced the following
December and was transferred
from the Miami federal prison
to home confinement in November 2019.
Bernie Madoff, 82, who purposefully took advantage of his
fellow Jews, pleaded guilty to 11
crimes in 2009 and is currently

serving a 150-year sentence at
a federal prison in Butner, N.C.
In June, a federal judge denied his request for compassionate release from prison, in
which Madoff claimed to be
terminally ill and likely to die
in the next 18 months.
Madoff has asked U.S. President Donald Trump to commute his sentence. His request
is “pending,” according to the
U.S. Department of Justice’s
website. b

“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who sto

Located off Monroe Avenue close to the quiet, upscale
Village of Pittsford. There are 114 spacious one,
two and three bedroom units with air conditioning,
garages and storage units included. These apartments
are situated on beautifully maintained grounds in a
peaceful park-like setting. The Estates are less than
a mile from shopping centers and theaters, close to
expressways and on the Greater Rochester bus line.
For your convenience, the Rental Agent is located at #3 Colonial Parkway.

18 Colonial Parkway • 381-3520
Managed by the I Gordon Corporation • 546-8111
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Safe Haven Holocaust
Refugee Shelter Museum

Weekly Anti-Israel Protests Outside
Michigan Synagogue Protected by
First Amendment, Federal Judge Rules

The Nazi Blitzkrieg (lightning bols awaiting them. A train, rewar) created refugees by the minder of the ones bound for
millions as it raced across Eu- Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen,
statement following the ruling,
rope. Jews, because they were carried the refugees north to
according to the Ann Arbor
Jewish, and any others who ran Oswego and a decommissioned
News. Caine told the Detroit
afoul of the Nazi regime were military base at Fort Ontario.
Jewish News earlier this year
killed outright or sent by rail Barbed wire fences and milithat the protests made it impossible for his Conservative conto prison camps like Auschwitz tary personnel greeted them at
gregation to take on activities
to be killed or worked to death. their new home. Refugee Walter
such as hosting the homeless
Isolationist America tiptoed Greenberg comments, “I felt deor helping refugees; he also
around this “European War” ceived. I felt that I should have
said he thought the city had
until shocked into it by Japan. been free. I mean, I felt wondernot tried to help the synagogue.
In 1944, with the tide of the war ful. I had doctors. I had nurses.
turning the Allies’ way, Presi- I had food. I came to school.
The groups named in the lawdent Franklin Roosevelt made a Oswegonians were very kind…
suit as leading the protests are
symbolic gesture. His Secretary What good is it to have all the Beth Israel Congregation in Ann Arbor, Mich., has been the site of a weekly Jewish Witnesses for Peace and
of the Interior, Harold Ickes, sent amenities of life if one still isn’t anti-Israel protest since 2003. (WIkimedia Commons)
Friends and Deir Yassin RememSpecial Assistant Ruth Gruber to free?” The camp gates were not
bered, which the Southern PovItaly to bring back nearly 1,000 permanently closed. Children left
by MARCY OSTER
The protests outside of Beth erty Law Center in 2017 identiwar refugees to America.
(JTA) — Anti-Israel protests Israel Congregation have been fied as a Holocaust-denying hate
to go to school. Oswego residents
The 982 men, women and chil- passed food through holes in the outside of a synagogue in Ann held weekly at the same time group. (The Palestinian village of
dren had been specially selected fence and items such as a bicycle Arbor, Michigan, are protected as Saturday morning services Deir Yassin was the site of a masfor the trip. Said Gruber, “The over it. One pair of refugees even by the First Amendment and may for nearly two decades, since sacre by Israeli troops in 1948.)
government officials making got married. They got a license continue, a federal judge ruled.
2003. The handful of protest“There is no allegation that
the selection chose families and at Oswego City Hall, and the
“Peacef u l protest speech ers who show up plant signs the protesters prevent plaintiffs
survivors with skills that could ceremony was performed under such as this — on sidewalks on the grass that read “Resist from attending Sabbath serhelp run a camp in America. a chupa (canopy) on the parade and streets — is entitled to the Jewish Power,” “Jewish Power vices, that they block plaintiffs’
The first priority was refugees ground at Fort Ontario.
highest level of constitutional Corrupts,” “No More Holocaust path onto the property or to the
who had been in concentration
First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt protection, even if it disturbs, is Movies,” “Boycott Israel,” “Stop synagogue, or that the protests
camps and escaped.” This small visited the refugees. It wasn’t offensive, and causes emotion- U.S. Aid to Israel” and “End the and signs outside affect the serband of 982 had no legal right freedom, but it wasn’t prison, al distress,” U.S. District Judge Palestinian holocaust.”
vices inside,” the judge wrote.
to be in America — except for either. And eventually, those who Victoria Roberts of the Eastern
“They fill our sidewalks with “Plaintiffs merely allege that
President Roosevelt’s invitation. wished managed to remain in Michigan District Court wrote hate speech to harass our wor- the defendants’ conduct causes
He promised Congress that they America after the war ended. last week in dismissing a lawsuit shippers, and then claim it’s them distress and ‘interferes’
would go back home when the Now, the former residents of that sought to stop the protesters, just a good public location,” with their enjoyment of attendRabbi Nadav Caine said in a ing religious services.” b
war was over. In fact, the ref- America’s only refugee camp the Ann Arbor News reported.
ugees had to sign a document for war victims feel an urgency
to that effect. It took the group to make sure their story is pre(Continued from Page 1)
two weeks to cross the ocean served. Manya Breuer, who was
aboard the USS Henry Gibbins, the refugee married at Fort OnThe Frank Family Center will Otto, the only member of the
a troop transport ship, fighting tario, explains, “I feel like I was
Sara Soussan, the museum’s
limited space conditions, sea- left here, in this world, from the be a key element within the core immediate family to survive curator of contemporary Jewish
sickness, and extreme heat. It Holocaust, for a reason. I feel this exhibition at the Jewish Museum the war. It became a best-seller, cultures, said the Frank center
was not a pleasant trip. Refugee energy that was given to me to of Frankfurt, which is scheduled translated into dozens of lan- will be the only place in GermaEva Kaufmann Dye remembers, fully develop my life here in the to open to the public on Oct. guages and adapted numerous ny with its own exhibit on the
“It was very cramped quarters United States and live in America 21. The center features artifacts times for films, operas and mu- family, and that she hopes it will
on the ship. It was made for as a human being as everybody belonging to the Frank family sicals.
“shine a light” on an oft-forgotBut according to Wenzel, the ten part of the Anne Frank story.
American soldiers, with bunks else. And being left from such a that have never been publicly
that slept two and two and two, horror is to be like a messenger exhibited, including silverware, artifacts in the Frank center tell
The opening is the first of multhat suran important and often over- tiple events that will celebrate
which
is • six
on top of to let the world know what it is porcelain and artworks
Advertiser
Sizestacked
• Date • Designer
Fax/Email:
@
each other. The other half of like to have faced a world of hate viving family members in Basel, looked part of the story — not 1,700 years of Jewish life in GerExpositor-Ledger
the
ship was full of Newspapers
wounded and prejudice and not letting any Switzerland, kept throughout just of Anne Frank, but of Ger- many. The events are funded
World War II.
man Jewry. To her, the items by the government and coordisoldiers. It was beastly hot.”But other human being live.”
The
Safe
Haven
Holocaust
“In
a
way,
they
kept
the
family
illustrate all that the Franks lost nated by an association called
spirits
lifted
as
the
ship
pulled
2535 Brighton-Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, NY 14623
into New York harbor, and Refugee Shelter Museum, a heritage alive,” Mirjam Wenzel, because of the Holocaust.
321-2021.
(585) 427-2468 • FAX (585) 427-8521
One such item is a 19th-century
cheers greeted the sight of the memorial to suffering and the the museum director, told the
The celebration comes amid
Statue of Liberty. Said Ivo Leder- triumph of the human spirit, Jewish Telegraphic Agency at a porcelain set with an inscription one of the most challenging
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freedom,
unique
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pur and wound up killing two
bus immediately at 427-2468.
for the silverware was.
however, there were other sym© safehavenmuseum.com
The new museum, which has people nearby after failing to
“It’s still very clean,” she said. been five years in the making gain entry to the building. In
The Franks were among thou- and was funded largely by the recent years, multiple cases of
sands of German Jews who fled Frankfurt municipality, has anti-Semitic violence by people
their native country as the Nazis more than 21,000 square feet of Muslim background have also
rose to power. Like the Franks, of space and is capable of wel- been documented in Germany.
many were ultimately killed as coming thousands of visitors
“I’m very ambivalent about
the Nazis swept through much daily. It features dramatic asym- the question of celebration,”
of Western Europe.
metric architecture with multi- Wenzel said. “I feel it’s a time of
Highlighting the Franks’ con- ple rhombus-shaped windows insecurities in which, on the one
nection to Frankfurt certainly and an advanced website that hand, there are Jewish voices,
(60 and older)
makes sense from a market- will incorporate virtual viewing especially young ones, that are
Tuesdays & Thursdays
ing perspective. Anne, who was technology developed at some of more self confident, outstanding,
demanding their place, redismurdered as a teenager along Europe’s leading museums.
6:00 a.m. – 7:30 a.m.
with her mother and sister after
Wenzel said the new muse- covering the traditions that had
the family hiding place was dis- um, which the municipality will been cut. And there is a majorcovered in 1944, is probably the operate, will function as “an ity, probably, in the community
world’s best-known Holocaust educational center for the pro- that is insecure as to where this
Seniors save 6% off entire grocery bill.
victim. Her diary, published in motion of democratic ideas and might lead, and that brings up
fears and memories.” b
1947, was edited by her father, of tolerance.”
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Germany

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of Israel,” FDD research
fellow Benjamin Weinthal explores the history of Germany’s complex relationship with
Israel.
According to the report, despite some ups and downs,
Germany is invested in Israel’s
long-term success, as exemplified by Germany’s commitment to combating BDS.
The report discusses the
political forces behind BDS in
Germany, in addition to those
that challenge the movement.
For example, the Bundestag
passed a resolution in 2019
declaring that the “arguments
and methods of the BDS movement are anti-Semitic.”
The resolution notes that
the tactics of the campaign
“inevitably arouse associations with the Nazi slogan
‘Kauft nicht bei Juden!’ ” or
“Don’t buy from Jews!”
“The BDS campaign … is an
ideological issue that touches a raw nerve connected to
Germany’s troubled past. It
should come as no surprise,
then, that Germany took a
leadership role in countering
the campaign,” states the report.
The repor t ca l ls on t he
country to encourage other
European Union countr ies
to adopt anti-BDS measures.
Now that the terms of the debate have shifted in Germany,
Berlin can help move other
countries to follow suit.
Six months after the 2019
Bundestag resolution, France
followed suit. And in February 2020, the Austrian Parliament unanimously passed
a resolution declaring BDS as
anti-Semitic.
The report also asks German states comprising the
countr y to adopt anti-BDS
measures similar to those
adopted by 32 states in the
United States. These measures
allow state pension funds to
divest from companies engaged in pro-BDS activity.
The FDD report urges the
German parliament to encourage German states to review
grants or public funds issued
annually to determine if proBDS organizations are receiving money.
Additionally, it calls on the
Bundestag to actively encourage all states, cities, municipalities and public actors to
adopt policies compa rable
to its own. Certain municipalities, such as Munich and
Bonn, adopted binding anti-BDS policies well before the
Bundestag vote in 2019.

‘Serve as a Model
Against Anti-Semitism
On the World Stage’
Nonetheless, according to
Weinthal, anti-Semitism is active in German political parties
that trace their lineage to the
Soviet era, such as Die Linke.
Anti-Semitism, including sup-

port for BDS, is also embraced
by members of other parties in
the German Bundestag.
“The BDS campaign has
managed to build an infrastructure in Germany that
resembles its base in other
countries. The campaign has
chapters in all the major cities,
including Berlin, Hamburg and
Bonn,” states the report. “It
draws support from a range of
organizations that see Israel as
the aggressor in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, many hailing
from the far left.”
BDS has found support from
entities such as Deutsche Bank
and the Bank for Social Economy, which provided accounts
to BDS entities but canceled
them after drawing public ire.
More overtly, Kuwait Airways in Germany continues
to bar Israeli passengers; the
German government has done
little to intervene.
Weinthal proposes a suite
of other policy recommendations to combat anti-Semitism
and BDS in Germany. He calls
upon Germany to ensure that
“no facilities under its administration are made available to
organizations that are anti-Semitic or question Israel’s right
to exist.”
He further exhorts German
Chancellor Angel Merkel to
“instruct the special commissioner for combating anti-Semitism to review federal appropriations for compliance with
the Bundestag’s pledge not to
fund any projects or organizations that call for boycotting
Israel or challenge its right to
exist.”
The report asks all German
“states, cities, municipalities
and public actors to adopt
policies comparable” to those
outlined by Berlin while advocating for a trade regime that
“suspend[s] application of E.U.
labeling policy for Israeli settlement goods until Brussels
creates a single standard for
disputed territories.”
Weinthal also asks Germans
to prohibit “companies such as
Kuwait Airways from practicing discriminatory anti-Israel
policies inside Germany.”
He calls on Berlin to “head
the global response in repudiating the false narratives
and deceptive terminology that
BDS employs to demonize Israel.” He argues that Germany
should ultimately serve as a
model against anti-Semitism
on the world stage, encouraging “other European countries
to adopt anti-BDS measures.”
Finally, the report emphasizes the need for congressional anti-Semitism caucuses to
pass a resolution praising German-Israeli trade and authorizing an annual report that
details the “extent to which
the German government has
taken steps not just to oppose
BDS in words but to counter it
in action.” b

‘Jews Are the Virus’ Posters
Show Up in Argentine City

(JMNeuquen/Twitter)

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(JTA) — Anti-Semitic posters
blaming Jews for the COVID-19
pandemic appeared over the
weekend in the southern Argentine city of Neuquen, nearly 700
miles south of Buenos Aires.

The posters contained phrases such as “The Jews are the
virus” and “Argentines Awake
to the World Jewish Dictatorship.”
S ome 30 0 Je ws l ive i n
Neuquen, which has a popula-

tion of 230,000. Argentina has
instituted one of the world’s
stricter coronavirus lockdowns
since March.
“They are criminals, antisocial, who only spread hate in
a time when Argentine society
is affected by the coronavirus
pandemic,” the president of
the Jewish organization DAIA’s
branch in Neuquen, Carlos Maravankin, told the media. “This
does not help our mental health
situation and only helps people
get sicker.
Ariel Gelblung, the Simon
Wiesenthal Center’s director
for Latin America, said “They
are spreading a message of hate
clearly punishable by law. It is
not surprising that it happens
in the same location where the
extreme right obtained 30,000
votes in the preliminary elections of 2019.”
Last summer, Argentine and
international Jewish organizations drew attention to a series
of anti-Semitic assaults across
the country. b

In RNC Speech, Haley Blasts Obama
And Biden Over Israel, Iran

Former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley addresses the
Republican National Convention on
Aug. 24. (Screenshot)

(JNS) — Amid speeches on
Monday at the virtual 2020 Republican National Convention
touting U.S. President Donald
Trump and warning about what
the Democratic ticket of Joe
Biden and Kamala Harris could
mean for America, former U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley used part
of hers to slam the previous
administration over its stances
on Israel and Iran.
“Obama and Biden let Iran
get away with murder and literally sent them a plane full of
cash,” she said in live remarks
in Washington, D.C. “President Trump did the right thing
and ripped up the Iran nuclear
deal.”
The United States withdrew
in May 2018 from the 2015 nuclear accord and reimposed
sanctions lifted under it, along
with enacting new penalties
against the regime.
On Aug. 20, the Trump administration enacted the mechanism to enact U.N. snapback

Haley then contrasted that by
sanctions on Iran, which intouting
that “President Trump
cludes permanently extending
moved
our
embassy to Jerusathe U.N. arms embargo on the
lem
—
and
when
the U.N. tried
Islamic Republic, following the
to
condemn
us,
I
was proud to
failed U.N. Security Council
cast
the
American
veto.”
resolution on Aug. 14 to exHowever,
a
U.N.
General
tend it. Snapback was done in
Assembly
resolution
rebuking
accordance with a 2015 U.N.
Security Council resolution that the December 2017 recognition
endorsed the Iran nuclear deal. passed overwhelmingly. The
In reference to the United United States opened its emStates refusing to exercise its bassy in Jerusalem five months
permanent veto over U.N. Se- later.
curity Council Resolution 2334
Haley also said “Joe Biden is
in
December
2016,
condemngood for Iran and ISIS … great for
4 Lines
Free • 2x26p
• 101617
• SH
HOUSE
ing Israeli settlements, Haley Communist China … and he’s a
said “Obama and Biden led the godsend to everyone who wants
United Nations to denounce our America to apologize, abstain
friend and ally, Israel.”
and abandon our values.” b
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Black Cantor
In a November 4, 1921 article,
critic Z. Karnblit of Der Morgn
Zhurnaldescribed LaRue’s stirring concert rendition of “Eli,
Eli” — a Yiddish song Karnblit
typically despised.
“This, however, was a new
‘Eli, Eli’ by a Black cantor
which was so very heartfelt,
and which drew so deeply from
Jewish martyrdom, the Jewish
cry, begging God why he has
forsaken him, and producing
from this song what even the
greatest opera singers could not.
Every person in the theater was
transfixed by the Black cantor’s
powerful poetic harmony.”
Yet while LaRue was celebrated in his time, he remains something of a cipher. Biographical
details are scant, but he appears
to have been born in Newark,
N.J. to a non-Jewish mother.
“She lived in Newark where
she found race prejudice to be
very strong,” LaRue told The
New York Age, a Black newspaper in 1922. “She could make
friends only with Jewish women
preferring the company of Jews
to Christians.”
While it isn’t clear if LaRue’s
mother converted, the article
contends that she insisted he
have a Jewish primary school
education, be able to pray from
a siddur and have a bar mitzvah
in his 13th year. LaRue appears
to have been brought up in a
white Jewish milieu, and his
notices, mooning over his voice
and its fidelity of sound, bear
the proof of it.
“He lived in a Jewish soundscape,” Sapoznik said.
LaRue wasn’t the only Black
cantor of his day, but he is nonetheless anomalous — not only
was his voice immortalized on
a 78 rpm record, he came from
a wholly different tradition than
his contemporaries.
As Sapoznik details in his
first blog post, the early 20th
Century and the Great Migration
gave rise to a number of Black
synagogues in Harlem, then also
a heavily Jewish enclave.
Many of these shuls had a
recognizable Jewish liturgy,
with services in Hebrew, but
the proceedings were also im-

bued with the Black experience.
Many congregations derived Judaism from their Jewish neighbors — whose Zionist ideals
might have appealed to early
notions of Black nationalism.
Others, founded by West Indians, may have been formed by
descendants of enslaved people whose slaveholders were
Jews. Whatever their origins
or customs, a cantorial culture
emerged.
One of the cantors was a Barbados-born man named Mendel, who performed in the Yiddish theater and specialized
in Yiddish songs and cantorial
prayers. Yet another — and certainly the most fascinating —
was an Ethiopian calligrapher
named Dovid Ha’Cohen who
claimed to have known 29 languages, been educated in Paris
and Palestine and apprenticed
with a Russian cantor. According to a Variety article from the
time, Ha’Cohen made the vaudeville circuit in 1921 and, from
what we can tell, he ended his
career leading the congregation
of the Universal Ancient Ethiopian Spiritual Church of Christ
in Hebrew prayer.
But LaRue doesn’t appear to
have been affiliated with Black
synagogues. In fact, he may not
have been part of any congregation at all after childhood.
“He invented himself it seems
by not having a synagogue, by
only existing in the popular
world,” said Sapoznik, noting
that, as a Black man, he’d never
have a chance at the pulpit in
a White temple. “He existed
on the periphery of immigrant
Ashkenazic life — immigrants
for whom the language and the
culture around the language
was foremost.”
Another musician, stride pianist Willie “The Lion” Smith,
also from Newark and born to a
white Jewish father and Christian mother of Black, Spanish
and Native American heritage,
had a similar experience to
LaRue, attending synagogue
with his white Jewish neighbors. But while he listed “Hebrew cantor” and “Yiddisher
khazn” on his business card

Light Blade
en balloons released toward
Israel by Hamas operatives.
The blades of light have intercepted 150 arson balloons.
The system’s sensors identity
targets, follow their motion,
and shoot a focused laser at
them until the balloons explode
without having reached Israeli
airspace.
Israel’s on ly Light Blade
system to date covers only a
small part of the Gaza Strip,
and while it’s interception rate
stands at close to 100 percent,
Palestinians in other parts of
Gaza continue to send balloons
carrying explosives, Molotov
cocktails, and sometimes gre-

(Continued from Page 2)

Willie “The Lion” Smith, a stride pianist, performer at Harlem’s Clef Club and,
also, a cantor. (William Gottlieb)

(and popularized the aforementioned “Eli, Eli” for Black singers), he was better known for
tickling the ivories in a Jazz
context. According to Sapoznik,
LaRue appears to have only ever
performed in the Jewish sphere,
singing Jewish music.
He started early. One oft-circulated origin story states that
LaRue was at a Shabbat service
as a child when a cantor suddenly took ill. LaRue was said
to have enveloped himself in his
tallit and rushed to the bimah
to replace him. So wonderful
was his voice that the initially-angered congregants began
praying along with him.
La Rue sig ned on w it h a
concert agent, and toured the
vaudeville circuit with Yiddish
songs before making his mark
in New York’s Yiddish theater
in a number of new plays with
famed producers Goldberg and
Jacobs. He also played vaudeville houses before eventually
embarking on a tour of Europe,
causing a stir with the Yidden
of Poland.
But none of Sapoznik’s research — not the glowing reviews or the potentially apocryphal biography — could prepare
him for hearing LaRue’s voice
for the first time.

“I didn’t realize that I was
holding my breath,” Sapoznik
said. “When the music started, it sounded so familiar. The
acoustic nature of it. Even the
sound of the ensemble was incredibly familiar. But then this
voice comes out. I can’t compare
it to any other commercial singer – you know, a Molly Picon
or Aaron Lebedeff. It was this
unique and present voice that
now, all of the reviews that I’ve
read about these gobsmacked
Yiddish newspapermen — all of
their high praise was not misplaced. It was reportage!”
Sapoznik said LaRue’s phrasing and tonalities — the hard
parts of nailing the sound —
were immaculate.
“I think that’s what flipped the
Jewish listeners out,” Sapoznik
said. “He could say a ‘chet’with
the best of them.”
In one of LaRue’s cantorial offerings, “Misratzeh B’rachamim”a horn-forward opening yields to an expansive
tenor, masterfully maneuvering
through precipitous key changes
and dynamic melisma. It’s good
— moving even — but it sounds
at home with other recordings
of cantors.
On the f lip side, though,
LaRue sings an original Yiddish

Shalom, one of the Light Blade
operators, said that “every interception is a relief.”
“I’m frustrated when a balloon changes its location because of the wind and leaves
our sector. The ramifications
are painful. Civilians could
be hurt. Even though it looks
like a computer game, it takes
patience, concentration, and
coordination to operate the system. In a second, you could see
15 balloons in front of you at
once, and in seconds you need
to decide which of them could
be the first to cross the fence,”
Shalom said.
Dr. Udi Ben-Ami, a laser ex-

pert and founder of OptiDefense, and Professor Amiel
Ishaaya, Deputy Dean of the
Engineering Faculty at Ben-Gurion University, came up with
the idea for the laser interceptor.
“The idea arose from Zionism,” the researchers say.
“It pained us to see the fields
burning and to hear about the
farmers’ distress. We checked
with friends in the defense establishment, and it turned out
that there was no practical,
quick solution available,” they
say.
While plenty of defense and
security officials expressed
doubt about the project, com-

song, “Yidele, Farlier Nit Dein
Hoffnung.”While the instrumental quality sounds comparable,
the singing is something altogether different — rich and remarkably expressive. The voice
is at once twangy and powerful
and, most remarkably, it cracks
periodically. It would be a disservice to the recording, however, to call that crack a fault
of the type one hears routinely during a bar mitzvah boy’s
haftarah. The crack — which is
unmistakable in the final note
— is emotive, giving the impression that LaRue unloaded
all of his energy and vigor into
the take.
“To hear Yosselle Rosenblatt
coming out of Thomas La Rue
didn’t freak me out,” Sapoznik
said, referring to the famed cantor of the same era. “But this
Yiddish song on the other side
— I don’t hear anyone but him
and it is such a unique voice.”
Since receiving the recording,
Sapoznik has been revisiting research he hasn’t looked at since
“the Carter presidency.” He’s
been flooded with messages
from Black visitors to his blog,
where he is still in the midst
unfolding LaRue’s fascinating
and ultimately bittersweet saga.
Many reaching out are surprised
by the level of cultural symbiosis between Black people newly-arrived in Harlem and their
white Jewish neighbors in the
early part of the 20th century.
At a moment when Sapoznik
sees fissures between these
communities, he finds the work
of exploring their common past
particularly meaningful.
“The received history of this
time has been so narrow that
episodes like this, that talk
about a grassroots level of interaction, are priceless,” Sapoznik
said.
Yet LaRue was just one piece
of a larger musical tradition of
his time, when Black men (and
some women) moved multitudes
with Hebrew prayers and songs
in the mamaloshen. There were
others.
“I just wish they were recorded,” Sapoznik said. b
© Forward, reprinted with authorization.

(Continued from Page 1)

nades over the border fence.
The prevailing wind carries
them into the western Negev.
IDF soldiers deployed near
the border intercept some of
the balloons, but most land,
causing wildfires — sometimes,
several dozen in a single day.
The fires have burned tens of
thousands of acres of open
land, nature reserves, parks,
and fields.
The Light Blade system, developed by the Israeli firm OptiDefense, the Israel Police, and
the Defense Ministry, was first
used this past February and
scored dozens of interceptions.
Border Police Sgt. Maj. Meni

mander of the Border Police,
Deputy Commissioner Kobi
Shabtai, saw its potential.
“The advantage of Light
Blade, unlike other similar systems in the world, is its special laser that does not interfere with airspace and does
not bother pilots,” Shabtai explained.
“The system was built over the
course of eight months, and how
it has proved itself above and beyond. We are operating it in conjunction with the IDF, and I hope
that the defense establishment
will soon purchase additional
systems,” Shabtai said. b
© Israel Hayom
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Trump Administration
Israeli Dig Unearths
Large Trove of Early Slams Erdogan for Meeting
With Hamas Leadership
Islamic Gold Coins

A hoard of gold coins discovered at an archeological site in central Israel,
Tuesday, Aug 18. Israeli archaeologists have announced the discovery of a
trove of early Islamic gold coins during recent salvage excavations near the
central city of Yavn Tel Aviv. The collection of 425 complete gold coins, most
dating to the Abbasid period around 1,100 years ago, is a “extremely rare”
find. (AP Photo/Sipa Press, Heidi Levine, Pool)

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli
archaeologists announced Monday the discovery of a trove of
early Islamic gold coins found
during recent salvage excavations near the central city of
Yavne.
The collection of 425 com-

Robert Kool, a coin expert
with the antiquities authority,
said an initial analysis indicates
the coins date from the late 9th
century, considered the golden
age of the Abbasid Caliphate
that controlled most of the Near
East and North Africa.

(AP Photo/Sipa Press, Heidi Levine, Pool)

plete gold coins, most dating
to the Abbasid period around
1,100 years ago, was a “extremely rare” find, Israel Antiquities Authorities archaeologists
Liat Nadav-Ziv and Elie Haddad
said in a joint statement.
The trove, which was unearthed by youth volunteers,
also included hundreds of
smaller clippings from gold
coins that would have served
as smaller denominations.

The discovery was among
the largest caches of ancient
coins found in Israel. In 2015,
amateur divers found around
2,000 gold coins off the coast
of the ancient port city of Caesarea dating to the Fatimid
period in the 10th and 11th
centuries.
“Hopefully the study of the
hoard will tell us more about a
period of which we still know
very little,” Kool said. b

(JNS) — The Trump administration slammed Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
on Tuesday for meeting with
Hamas leadership on Saturday.
“The United States strongly
objects to Turkish President Erdogan hosting two Hamas leaders in Istanbul on Aug. 22,” said
U.S. State Department spokesperson Morgan Ortagus in a
statement. “Hamas is designated as a terrorist organization
by the U.S and E.U., and both
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. (Kremlin.ru)
officials hosted by President Erdogan are Specially Designated
Global Terrorists.”
given citizenship to its members. Feb. 1, according to Ortagus.
Relations between the United
Ortagus went on to state that
In what was the second meetStates
and Turkey, both NATO
“the U.S. Rewards for Justice ing that Erdogan has held with
members,
have been tense.
Program is seeking information Hamas leadership in Turkey
Despite
withdrawing most
about one of the individuals this year, according to Ortagus,
for his involvement in multiple Hamas leader Ismael Haniyeh U.S. troops from northeast Syria
terrorist
hijackings
have been
“congratulated Erdogan on the and other moves thatFax/Email:
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@
kidnappings.”
advent of a new Hijri year, the deemed favorable towa rds
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rorist
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fighter jet program after the
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SofiaRochester,
Mosque,”NY
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to isolate Turkey from the in- to a Hamas press release.
latter purchased the S-400 mis(585) 427-2468 • FAX (585) 427-8521
ternational community, harms
Members of Hamas leadership sile-defense system from Rusthe interests of the Palestinian that met with Erdogan included sia, although the United States
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“When a sage dies, all are his kin.”
– Talmud Moed Katan 25a

The Members of the Rochester Board of Rabbis
Mourn the Death of

Rabbi Shaya Kilmnick Z”L
Community Leader, Teacher, and Inspiration
May his family and all who were impacted by his
loving presence be blessed with comfort and peace.

May the memory of this righteous one be for a blessing.

(AP Photo/Sipa Press, Heidi Levine, Pool)

“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”
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Torahs Packed and Synagogues on High Alert as
Wildfires Bear Down on Northern California
and

by MAYA MIRSKY
GABRIEL GRESCHLER

SAN FRANCISCO — When
the evacuation orders came
last night, Guerneville resident
Sonia Tubridy and her daughter
packed the car and left, joining
a caravan of vehicles fleeing the
North Bay area and the fires
that threatened to engulf them.
Tubridy, cultural director
of the Russian River Jewish
Community, was among the
thousands of people ordered
to evacuate from fires burning 46,000 acres across a vast
area covering five counties and
stretching from Vacaville north
to Lake Berryessa and out to the
Sonoma County coast. Dubbed
the “LNU Lightning Complex”
by Cal Fire, the danger zone
has required mandatory evacuations in Napa, Sonoma and
Solano counties and continues
to expand.
Tubridy described the evacuation process as hectic.
“We were in a stream of traffic leaving River Road,” she said
from near Bodega Bay, where
she and her daughter were temporarily taking refuge for the
day. “Thousands of cars going
five miles per hour.”
With hot and windy weather
forecast, more evacuations are
expected, especially for areas
south of the fires, according to
a Cal Fire press conference this
morning.
“If you think you’re in dan-

(Josh Edelson/AFP via Getty Images)

ger, please be ready to go,”
Sonoma County Sheriff Mark
Essick said.
R abbi Ch a i m Z a k los of
Chabad of Solano County is one
of those who was prepared and
waiting for the call this morning. As the fires bore down on
Vacaville overnight, Zaklos got
ready.
“The Torah has been packed
up and ready to go,” he said.
“All the other holy artifacts
have been packed up.”
Zaklos added that it was “literally raining ashes.”
“You can see the red in the
sky,” he said.
In addition to the LNC Fire,
other large fires are burning

near Santa Cruz, and hundreds
of smaller blazes are being
fought in San Mateo, Alameda,
Contra Costa, Santa Clara, Stanislaus and San Joaquin counties.
“This all makes this time of
year quite Biblical in feel,” said
Rabbi Niles Goldstein of Congregation Beth Shalom in Napa.
He said that some of his congregants who live outside the
city limits have had to evacuate, although the synagogue
isn’t threatened at the moment.
“There is some smoke and
ash, but the city of Napa is safe
so far,” he said.
E. Michèle Samson, president
of Congregation Shir Shalom in

“ This is the best
place for me and
all the things that
I need.” – Florence
Your plans to move may be on
hold right now. We understand.
Moving to a community like ours
might be a great option for you.

• As Rochester’s only true Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC),
we can support your aging care needs all on one campus.

• We offer the peace of mind that comes from having your daily needs met,
such as housekeeping, fine dining, maintenance, transportation and a
24/7 emergency call system.

• We are also a licensed Enhanced Assisted Living Residence (EALR) and
can provide a higher level of physical assistance and support, if needed.

• With JSLAdvantageTM, you can be assured that the best in virus protection
and sanitization procedures is being utilized across our campus.

If you are ready to start thinking about your
future, please contact Allison Bearer at
(585) 341-2307 to discuss your options today.
Wolk Manor is an affiliate of Jewish Senior Life

Sonoma, also felt a Biblical pull.
“Oh my G–d, can you believe
this?” she said. “It’s like the
next thing is going to be boils
or locusts.” She added that the
synagogue wasn’t in the path of
the fire for now.
“Today, I think we’re OK,”
she said.
Rabbi Stephanie Kramer of
Congregation Shomrei Torah in
Santa Rosa also said her synagogue was not currently at
risk from the fires, but that the
homes of some of her congregants are threatened.
The fires have been bringing
back traumatic memories for
many. Last year, the Kincade
wildfire torched over 66,000
acres in mostly rural Sonoma
County, destroying roughly 100
buildings and forcing 185,000
people to evacuate. The destructive Tubbs Fire hit Sono-

ma, Napa and Lake counties
in 2017.
“It’s making everyone quite
anxious and brings up memories,” Kramer said.
Shomrei Torah was a major
point of relief during the 2017
f i re, when t he sy na gog ue
opened its doors and became
a hub and command center,
offering shelter, food and counseling during the crisis and for
months after. But she said this
time, any efforts to help will be
hampered by coronavirus concerns, as people can no longer
be packed into small spaces.
“It will not look the same in a
pandemic,” Kramer said.
At Congregation Beth Ami
in Santa Rosa, which was similarly affected by the state’s
2017 wildfire season, president
Carolyn Metz recalled how four
families lost their homes, and
said the current crisis is bringing up feelings of post-traumatic stress disorder.
Beth Ami had planned to
open its preschool on Aug. 17
but postponed until Aug. 24
because of the heat advisory
now affecting the region. Metz
described the “delicate balance”
of dealing with the fires and the
pandemic as “daunting.”
Tubridy, who will be staying
in a Santa Rosa hotel tonight
with her adult daughter, described the situation as “layer
upon layer of challenges.” Not
only are they escaping the fires,
she said, but also trying to stay
safe from Covid-19. “The pandemic is not gone.” b
© J. the Jewish News of Northern
California via JTA

Israel Bombs Gaza
Militants in Response
To Fire Balloons
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel's
military said it bombed militant positions in the Gaza Strip
early on Tuesday in response to
incendiary balloons launched
into southern Israel farmlands
a day earlier.
It was the second night in
a row that Israel bombed the
coastal territory. Tensions between Israel and Palestinian
militants in Gaza have intensified in recent weeks.
Tuesday's strikes came as
U.S. Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo was visiting the country as part of an effort to advance Mideast peace following
the historic Aug. 13 announcement of a deal to establish ties
between Israel and the United
Arab Emirates.
The army said in a statement
that it bombed "military posts
and an underground infrastructure" belonging to the Hamas
militant group that rules the
Palestinian enclave. There were

no immediate reports of casualties or damage.
In recent weeks, Palestinian militants have launched
scores of incendiary balloons
into southern Israel that have
burned large swaths of farmland. The increasing attacks appear aimed at pressuring Israel
to ease the blockade imposed
on the Gaza Strip since Hamas
took control of the territory in
2007.
Israel has responded to fire
balloons and sporadic rocket fire with airstrikes on militant positions and says it holds
Hamas accountable for all attacks coming from the territory.
Israel and Hamas have fought
t h ree wa rs a nd nu merous
smaller skirmishes in the past
13 years. Last week Egyptian
mediators tried to ease tensions
and bolster the informal truce
between Israel and Hamas that
has largely held since the 2014
war in Gaza. b
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Jake Gyllenhaal’s Russ &
Daughter’s Shirt Collaboration
Sells Out in Less Than a Week

(Goldbelly/Getty Images)

by

GABE FRIEDMAN

(JTA) — It’s gone like lox on a
weekend morning.
The tie dyed T-shirt collaboration between Jewish actor
Jake Gyllenhaal and the iconic
Russ & Daughters appetizing
shop to raise money for independent restaurants has sold
out in less than a week.
Some customers who ordered the shirt received a
message on Monday saying

that delivery of their order
will be delayed into September
because of the high demand.
The shirts went on sale last
Tuesday.
Gyllenhaal first made waves
with the shirt in April when
he completed the “shirtless
handstand challenge” on TikTok, which is exactly what
it sounds like. A few bored
celebrities attempted to put on
a T-shirt on while in a hand-

A Guide to Living in Luxury

stand after being challenged
by “Spider Man” actor Tom
Holland. Gyllenhaal’s video, in
which he says “Don’t forget to
support your local businesses,”
went viral.
Last week, Russ & Daughters
put the shirt for sale online
for $40.
“For the next month, 100
percent of the proceeds will go
to the Independent Restaurant
Coalition, a non-profit group
leading lobbying efforts to
save independent restaurants,”
Russ & Daughters said on the
shirt’s page.
The Independent Restaurant Coalition is a lobby group
headed by many chefs and
restaurateurs with the mission
of securing government relief funds to keep independent
restaurants alive through the
financial hardships that the
COVID-19 pandemic has imposed on the industry.
Russ & Daughters has been a
family-owned Jewish appetizing store on the Lower East Side
of Manhattan in New York City
since opening in 1914. b

Brooklyn Synagogue and Orthodox
Ambulance Corps Warn of New COVID
Cases Amid Rising Fear of a Second Wave
by

SHIRA HANAU

(JTA) — With cases of COVID19 rising over the last several
weeks in Orthodox communities in the New York City area,
a synagogue in Brooklyn and a
Jewish ambulance group issued
warnings for people to continue
taking precautions against the
virus.
Hatzoloh of Rockland County, which serves a number of
large Orthodox communities
in Monsey, New York, and the
surrounding areas just north
of New York City, said it had
received a number of calls from
people reporting COVID-like
symptoms and requiring hospitalization.
“The Coordinators and Board
of Hatzoloh of Rockland County urges all members of the
community to please wear
masks while in places that you
cannot effectively social distance,” they wrote in a letter
Monday.
Meanwhile, Congregation
Khal Shaarei Zion Bobov, a
Brooklyn synagogue of the
Bobover Hasidic movement,
warned the community that
several people in the neighborhood had contracted the
coronavirus, with some ending up in the intensive care
unit. The notice, written in Hebrew, warned those who do
not have antibodies or those
who are older or have underly-

ing health conditions to maintain social distancing or wear
masks where distancing is not
possible, practices that have
not been common lately in the
community.
The notice also mentioned
cases of reinfection after several months. Local doctors
in Orthodox communities in
Brooklyn have seen cases of
suspected reinfection, causing
them to warn that those who
were sick in the first wave of
cases should not assume that
they are safe. Those cases have
been milder in their symptoms
so far, the doctors have said, in
keeping with what would be expected from a typical immune
response.
The warnings come after
an announcement last week
by New York City Mayor Bill
de Blasio of 16 new cases in
the Brooklyn neighborhood
of Borough Park, home to the
city’s largest Hasidic community, with several of the cases
connected to a large wedding.
In other communities in the
New York City area and down
the East Coast, doctors and
local rabbinical associations
warn of worrying upticks in
COVID cases that threaten the
safe reopening of schools and
in-person services on the High
Holidays.
Several Orthodox communities were hit particularly

hard by the virus earlier in
the pandemic, with members
of some even believing that
their communities may have
achieved some measure of
herd immunity as a result.
Even so, large numbers of
people who have not contracted the virus and recovered
still remain vulnerable. b
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A Jewish Prayer for the Start of
This Pandemic School Year
by RABBI SARI LAUFER
discovered that I love learning
Scrolling through all the new information alongside my
open Safari windows on my kids, and even more, I love
phone is like a virtual tour learning new facets of who
through the months of this they are as they grow as learnpandemic. It starts in the early ers. And, as a working mom, I
spring with online gardening also love knowing that my kids
tips, funny memes about the are safe, loved, and thriving in
shift to virtual schooling, and a place that is not my home,
recipes for banana bread, cook- allowing me to work when I
ies, and Marzipan bakery’s am working and parent when
legendary rugelach (though I I am parenting and not attempt
still haven’t tackled that one). to do it all at the same time, all
Then there are long-form reads day, every day…
about grief and loss, data-drivKol hatchalot kashot — "all
en pieces about decision mak- beginnings are difficult," our
ing, and funny memes about rabbis teach. Starting anew
doomscrolling.
is always a challenge; as huAnd now, as we face the be- mans, we crave familiarity and
ginning of a school year that routine. But this year, these
none of us ever wanted to words ring ever more true as
imagine, my more recent win- we — parents, teachers, addows include a series of think ministrators, staff, and stupieces on social inequality and dents — face a school year
schooling, links to (sold-out) filled with unknowns.
desks suitable for small spaces,
These myriad unknowns
and funny memes about virtu- also vary from family to famal schooling.
ily and situation to situation.
Like every parent across the Some of us are going back
land, I never envisioned or to school in person, wearing
wanted the beginning of the masks and anxiously taking
school
like •this.
our temperature daily. Some of
Helendaleyear
Dermlooking
• 3x5 • 112818
JT
As a rabbi, I love the beginning us are wholly virtual, trying to
Expositor-Ledger
Newspapers
of
school — seeing the
faces I carve space and time out of an
have missed over the summer, already cluttered life and home
returning
to the rhythms of
the Line
to Road,
give our
kids the
2535 Brighton-Henrietta
Town
Rochester,
NY materi14623
academic year, and opening als and attention they need to
(585) 427-2468 • FAX (585) 427-8521
with excitement and words of thrive — or, at least, survive.
blessing. As a parent, I have Some of us are planning on

some sort of hybrid, and still
others are waiting to hear how
and when they might be going
back to school. No matter the
method, one thing is for sure:
This beginning is going to be
difficult. Even as someone with
advantage and privilege — a
safe home, space for my kid
to learn, the necessary technology, and so on — I expect
bumps and hiccups, both technological and emotional.
So, when a Twitter follower asked if there was a blessing for internet connections
as his children began their
virtual schooling, I sat down
and asked myself what blessings we need as this particular
school year begins. What blessings do we need, and what
should we offer one another?
What losses are we grieving,
and what opportunities might
lie ahead? And how might we
find and create connection,
meaning, and blessing in a
year that is, we pray, unlike
any other?
In our liturgy, each new
month istrish@helendalederm.com
introduced with a
blessing. The prayer for Rosh
Chodesh is a prayer of supplication, expressing our hopes that
the month reawaken within us
joy and blessing, praying for a
life of success and sustenance,
a life in which our worthy aspi-
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rations will be fulfilled. In that
spirit, I offer a blessing for this
new school year:
Prayer for the Start of a Pandemic School Year
Mishebeirach doroteinu, may
the one who blessed the generations before, bless us — students, parents, teachers, administrators, and staff — as we
begin this strange school year.
May we be blessed with fast
Internet connections and access
to functional technology.
May we be blessed with fast
friendships and well-earned
learning.
May we be blessed with muscle
memory for curiosity and collaboration.
May we be blessed with mus-

cle memory for compassion and
cooperation.
May we be blessed with excitement over seeing familiar faces
and reconnecting with friends.
May we be blessed with the
excitement over meeting new
friends and teachers.
May we be blessed with patience, for slow internet speeds,
and frozen Zoom screens.
May we be blessed with patience, for teachers, friends, and
parents learning new technologies and new concepts.
Above all, may we be blessed
with the ability to make connections and community, growing
as teachers and learners — no
matter our role or title. b
© Kveller via JTA
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StandWithUs Condemns Anti-Semitism That
Led to USC Student Leader’s Resignation
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choice I can make to protect
my physical safety on campus
and my mental health.”
We strongly condemn the
anti-Zionist anti-Semitism that
led Rose to feel that giving up
her leadership position was
necessary for her well-being
on campus,” said Rena Nasar,
Executive Director of Campus
Affairs at StandWithUs. “Any
effort to deny equal opportunities, such as serving in
student government, based on
an individual’s identity is dangerous and unacceptable. We
continue to stand with Rose
and other USC students facing
anti-Semitism in all its forms.”
Weaponizing the false claim
that supporting Israel’s existence is a form of racism
is both blatantly anti-Semitic
and antithetical to the values
of academic freedom. Indeed,
at least one other major university has recognized Zionism as an important part of
Jewish identity for many students and Rose herself noted
that 95 percent of Jews support Israel as a Jewish state.
Furthermore, denying Israel’s
right to exist or the Jewish
right to self-determination
is an internationally recognized form of anti-Semitism
under the International Holo-

caust Remembrance Alliance
(IHRA) definition.
When this situation surfaced earlier in the summer,
the USC administration did
not use its voice to clearly and
unequivocally condemn efforts to equate Zionism with
racism and deny Jewish students equal opportunities on
campus. We are now seeing
a Jewish student left with the
sense that she is unwelcome
in a position of student leadership at USC. While USC today
released a strongly worded
statement, which condemns
anti-Semitism and promises
to implement the Shoah Foundation’s Stronger Than Hate
program, more must be done.
StandWithUs calls upon the
university to immediately reaffirm support of its Jewish and
Zionist students, and back up
those words with a concrete
plan of action to ensure something like this never happens
again.
We stand with USC Hillel
and Jewish students at USC
in their efforts to combat anti-Semitism and ignorance on
campus. We will continue to
work with ICC, Hillel, Brandeis
Center, and all of our partners to empower USC students
going forward. b
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Shabbat Shalom …

Parshat Ki Tetze
EFRAT, Israel — “An illegitimate person [mamzer] shall
not enter into the congregation of the Lord; even his tenth
generation shall not enter into
the congregation of the Lord”
(Deut. 23:3)
One of the most difficult biblical laws to understand is that
of the mamzer, the product of
an adulterous (or incestuous)
sexual liaison, who may never
enter into a marriage relationship with another Jew.
We can readily understand
why the adulterers themselves
are forbidden from marrying
each other, even after they become divorced from their previous spouses; they, who showed
such disdain and disregard for
the exclusive and sacred marital relationship by betraying
their marital partners, dare not
enter together into matrimony,
since G–d “has sanctified His
nation Israel by means of the
nuptial canopy and the marital
ritual of kiddushin” (the initial
blessing, along with the blessing over the wine, at a wedding
ceremony). The glory of the
Jewish people has always been
the purity of our family life.
But why punish the innocent
product born of such an adulterous act? He/she has done
nothing wrong; he has certainly

Alyiah

not controlled the nature of the
act which led to his/her birth.
Why forbid him/her to ever
become married in Israel? In
order to understand the meaning behind this law, I believe it
is necessary to understand the
difference between the Written
Law (Bible), which the sacred
Zohar calls “the harsh law”
(dina de’takfa), and the Oral
Law (Talmud and Responsa),
which is called in turn “the
soft and compassionate law”
(dina de’rafiya). The interpretation I am now expositing in
differentiating between these
two corpora of legal doctrine is
hinted at both in Maimonides’s
Mishne Torah, Laws of Blows
and Damages (1, 3) and Guide
for the Perplexed (part 3, chapter 41).
Even a cursory glance at the
Bible will reveal the many instances in which capital punishment is called for, the Bible
declaring that the offender
“must surely die, is certainly to
be stoned to death” (mot tamut,
sakel yisakel). The Oral Law,
however, greatly limits these
extreme punishments, insisting
that a trial can take place only
if two knowledgeable and objective witnesses give testimony
that they saw the actual crime
being perpetrated (circumstan-

Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19 BY RABBI SHLOMO RISKIN
Chief Rabbi of the City of Efrat, and Dean of Ohr Torah Institutions of Israel

tial evidence not being admissible in a Jewish courtroom), and
took the opportunity to give
proper warning to the assailant,
determining that he was aware
of the action he was about to
commit and its punitive consequences; hence R. Akiva and R.
Tarfon both declare that if they
had been on the Sanhedrin, no
human being would ever have
been tried for a capital crime.
And our Sages declare that if
a culprit was put to death once
in 70 years, the court would be
declared “a murderous court”
(Mishna Makot 1;10 ).
The difference in punitive
attitude becomes clear when we
remember the different purposes guiding each legal code: The
entire Pentateuch is heard each
year by every Jew who attends
Sabbath services, so that the
goal of the biblical readings
each week is to inform and
inspire the consciences — first
and foremost of the Jewish attendees — by inspiring them
to understand the critical importance of ethical and moral
actions.
The Ora l Law, however,
which sets down the actual
punishments, must mediate
the law with life, taking into
account that if, G–d forbid,
the wrong person is put to

death for a crime he did not
commit, there is no judicial
recourse to bring him back
to life. Hence the Oral Law
softens and even sweetens the
penalties, even bending over
backwards to be lenient with
the defendant.
For example, the Written Law
warns “an eye for an eye,” since
the only way an individual can
understand the enormity of his
crime of taking out a person’s
eye is for him to have his eye
removed; the Oral Law then
explains that, since different
people have different levels of
eyesight and some professions
require greater use of the eyes
than do others, the actual penalty must be monetary remuneration rather than the removal of the eye.
The Bible, since it wished to
inspire Israel to respect and
protect the moral integrity of
the marital union, teaches that
if one degrades the marital
fidelity, the product of such a
liaison would never be able to
enter a marital union, for all
subsequent generations. However, the Oral Law made it
virtually impossible to have a
practical instance of mamzerut:
not only would there have had
to be two witnesses who gave
warning to the transgressing

couple prior to their act of
adultery, which would have
had to take place in front of
those witnesses, but the halachic presumption is always that
since the majority of sexual
acts are between husband and
wife, every child is presumed
to be the child of that husband (and since paternity tests
are not 100 percent accurate,
they are not sufficient proof of
adultery). When the case of a
woman whose husband went
overseas twelve months before
she gave birth was brought
before a religious court in talmudic times, the judges declared the child to be “kosher,”
assuming that the fetus had
gestated in the woman’s womb
for 12 months! And in a similar
incident they ruled that the
husband had secretly returned
for a night unbeknownst to
anyone.
In more modern times, I do
not know of a single case of
mamzerut for which Hacham
Ovadia Yosef or Rav Moshe
Feinstein did not find a positive
solution enabling the person in
question to marry into the Jewish community. Unfortunately,
the present religious establishment is not as bold as the decisors of previous generations. b
Shabbat Shalom

observing the Sabbath, keeping kosher, celebrating the festivals and following the laws of
family purity. They continued
to nourish the dream of one
day returning to the land of
their ancestors: the Land of
Israel.
According to Tamanu-Shata,
the funds necessary for the absorption of the new immigrants
in Israel are included in the
Ministry of Aliyah and Absorption’s state budget proposal,
which is subject to approval by
the government. Shavei Israel
would cover the costs of airfare
and other internal transportation for the Bnei Menashe from
India to the Jewish state.
Tamanu-Shata told JNS, “I am
proud at this time to implement
a government decision enabling
around 750 members of the
Bnei Menashe community to
immigrate to Israel, as they are
entitled to do so, in cooperation with the Ministry of the
Interior. This is being carried
out thanks to a budget from my
office, which is set for approval
in the upcoming government
state budget.”
She added: “To the immigrants from the Bnei Menashe
community, I want to say that
my door is always open to
them, and I intend to work with
them in the best possible way to
assist with their immigration
and absorption.”

‘A Blessing for Israel
and the Jewish People’

and live in our city, and join
the strong and successful community which has been fully
integrated into our town and
is an integral part of the Hof
Hagalil landscape.”
The mayor added that “we
will receive them with open
arms and assist them with their
absorption so that they feel at
home, and part of the extended Bnei Menashe family along
with all the residents of our
city. I promised the minister
that I would personally ensure
that they have a smooth absorption in the city; our residents
will welcome them with much
love.”
Freund emphasized that “the
Bnei Menashe are dedicated
Zionists, committed Jews, and
I believe they are a blessing for
Israel and the Jewish people.”
He said that there are still
another 6,500 Bnei Menashe
Jews in India waiting to come
to Israel, and that “with G-d’s
help in the coming years, we
will bring all those who wish to
come back home to Zion.”
Freund, an immigrant himself from the United States,
added that just as American
Jewry mobilized to assist Jews
from the former Soviet Union
and Ethiopia make it to Israel,
“it’s time for them to step up to
the plate and play a more active
role in helping the Bnei Menashe return to our people.” b

(Continued from Page 1)

Shavei Israel’s chairman and founder Michael Freund with Minister of Aliyah
and Absorption Penina Tamanu-Shata. (Courtesy of Shavei Israel)

ancestors wandered through
Central Asia and the Far East
for centuries before settling in
what is now northeastern India,
along the border with Burma

and Bangladesh.
Throughout their sojourn in
exile, the Bnei Menashe continued to practice Judaism just as
their ancestors did, including

Freund told JNS that while
in the past, he would have to
run from ministry to ministry
to try to gain permission and
have funds budgeted for Bnei
Menashe immigration, Tamanu-Shata “put the entire funding for this group of immigrants
as its own line item in the upcoming state budget, so when
they give us the go-ahead, the
government doesn’t have to
turn to the different ministries.”
“I ca me away ext remely
moved and impressed by the
minister,” he said. “As an immigrant herself, she has a special
place in her heart for aliyah
and a passion for it. This is a
passion you don’t always find
in politicians, so it was refreshing. She made it clear that she
is determined to bring the Bnei
Menashe to Israel.”
According to Freund, the
travel costs to be covered by
his organization will amount to
an estimated $1,000 per person.
He held a follow-up meeting
last week with Tamanu-Shata
and Ronen Plot, the mayor of
the northern Israeli town of
Nof HaGalil. The community
already has a group of Bnei Menashe immigrants living there,
and Plot suggested that the new
immigrants move there as well.
He told JNS, “I invite the Bnei
Menashe immigrants to come
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Candle Lighting

Legal Notices …

NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF LARKIARZ4 LLC
Larkiarz4 LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on 7/17/2020. (1)
Its principal office is in Monroe County,
NY. (2) The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent upon whom process
against it may be served and a copy of
any process will be mailed to the LLC, 29
Wheelock Road, Penfield, NY 14526. (3)
Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Notice of formation of limited liability
company (LLC). Name: EM17 LLC. Articles of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on July 21,
2020. New York office location: Monroe
County. Principal business location: 36
King Street, Rochester, New York 14608.
SSNY is designated as agent upon whom
process against the LLC may be served.
SSNY shall mail a copy of any such process to: 36 King Street, Rochester, New
York 14608. LLC is to be managed by
one or more members. LLC is organized
to engage in any lawful act or activity
for which limited liability companies may
be organized under the Limited Liability
Company Law.
Notice of Formation of Limited
Liability Company (“LLC”)
Name: Harving Financial, LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the
Secretary of State with the State of New
York (“SSNY”) on: May 22, 2020. Office
Location: County of Monroe. Principal
Business Location: Harving Financial,
LLC, 140 Metro Park, Suite 6, Rochester,
NY 14623. Purpose: any and all lawful
act or activity
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
62 Bristol View LLC
62 Bristol View LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on 07/08/2020.
Its principal office is in Monroe County,
New York. The principal business location
is 7126 Valentown Rd Victor, NY 14564.
The Secretary of State has been designated as its agent and the post office
address to which the Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any process against it

NOTICE OF FORMATION
Cartwright Management LLC has
filed Articles of Organization with the
Secretary of State (SOS) on 7/27/20. Its
office is located in Monroe County.
The SOS has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will
be mailed to The LLC, 31 Neuchatel Ln,
Fairport, NY 14550. The purpose of the
LLC is any lawful activity.

NOTICE OF FORMATION
Complete Tile Solutions LLC
filed Articles of Organization with
the New York Department of State
on 7/16/2020. Its office is located in
Monroe County. The Secretary of State
has been designated as agent of the
Company upon whom process against
it may be served and a copy of any
process shall be mailed to 32 Nelson
Street, Fairport NY 14450. The purpose
of the Company is any lawful purpose.
Notice of Formation of Limited
Liability Company (“LLC”)
Name: RocGen Properties, LLC.
Articles of Organization filed with
the Secretary of State with the State
of New York (“SSNY”) on: July 23,
2020. Office Location: County of: Monroe. Principal Business Location: 191
Mildorf Street, Rochester, New York
14609. Purpose: any and all lawful act
or activity. The Secretary of State of
the State of New York has been designated as agent of the LLC upon whom
process against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail a copy of any process to:
191 Mildorf Street, Rochester, New
York 14609
Notice of formation of
JAXBELLE BOUTIQUE LLC
Art. Of Org. filed with the Sect’y
of State of NY (SSNY) on 07/01/20.
Office in Monroe County. SSNY has
been designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process to the
LLC, 2604 Elmwood Ave #313, Rochester NY, 14618. Purpose: Any lawful
purpose
Notice of Application
for Authority
Tada Team, LLC (“LLC”) filed Application for Authority with the NY Sec.
of State (“SSNY”) on 7/17/20. LLC was
formed in DE on 10/3/19. Office location: Monroe County. SSNY is designated as agent of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served and shall mail
a copy of process to c/o Harris Beach
PLLC, 99 Garnsey Rd., Pittsford, NY
14534. Address required to be maintained by LLC in DE is c/o Corporation
Service Company, 251 Little Falls Dr.,
Wilmington, DE 19808. Certificate of
formation is filed with DE Secretary of
State, 401 Federal St., Suite 4, Dover,
DE 19901. Purpose: any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
Meat Tribe BBQ LLC
Meat Tribe BBQ LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on
7/23/2020. Its principal office is in
Monroe County, New York. The principal business location is 967 Bay Rd
Webster, NY 14580. The Secretary of
State has been designated as its agent
and the post office address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against it is c/o Meat
Tribe BBQ LLC 967 Bay Rd Webster, NY
14580. Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
FISBO Consulting LLC
FISBO Consulting LLC filed Articles
of Organization with NYS on 7/6/2020.
Its principal office is in Monroe County,
New York. The principal business location is 25 Fairview Cres Rochester NY
14617. The Secretary of State has been
designated as its agent and the post
office address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of any process against it is c/o FISBO Consulting
LLC 25 Fairview Cres Rochester NY
14617. Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
Notice of formation of limited liability company (LLC) Cottage Days, LLC.
Articles of Organization filed with the
Secretary of State of the State of New
York (SSNY) on July 16, 2020. Office
location: Monroe County. SSNY designated as agent upon whom process
against it may be served. Address to
which SSNY shall mail a copy of process

NOTICE OF FORMATION
Needham Management LLC has
filed Articles of Organization with the
Secretary of State (SOS) on 7/27/20. Its
office is located in Monroe County.
The SOS has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will
be mailed to The LLC, 31 Neuchatel Ln,
Fairport, NY 14550. The purpose of the
LLC is any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF TORENT LLC
Torent LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on July 13, 2020.
(1) Its principal office is in Monroe
County, New York. (2) The Secretary
of State has been designated as its
agent and the post office address to
which the Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against it is: the
LLC, 112 Heatherstone Lane, Rochester, NY 14618. (3) Purpose: Any lawful
purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
MARATHON RE
DEVELOPMENT, LLC
Articles of Organization filed with
Sec’y of State (SSNY) on 07/24/2020.
Office location: Monroe County.
SSNY designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to c/o
the Company, 1900 Empire Boulevard,
Suite 116, Webster, NY 14580
NOTICE OF FORMATION
300 CULVER PARKWAY LLC has
filed Articles of Organization with the
Secretary of State on July 24, 2020. Its
office is located in Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent upon whom process against
it may be served and a copy of any
process will be mailed to The LLC, 1080
Pittsford Victor Road, Suite 200, Pittsford, New York 14534. The purpose of
the LLC is any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
NEIGHBORS OF ABENAKI LLC
Neighbors of Abenaki LLC filed
Articles of Organization with NYS on
7/28/2020. (1) Its principal office is in
Monroe County, NY. (2) The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may
be served and a copy of any process
will be mailed to the LLC, PO Box 117,
Denver, CO 80201. (3) Purpose: Any
lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF BAS III, LLC
BAS III, LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on 7/28/2020. (1) Its
principal office is in Monroe County,
NY. (2) The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent upon whom process against it may be served and a
copy of any process will be mailed to
the LLC, 91 Knollwood Drive, Rochester, NY 14618. (3) Purpose: Any lawful
purpose.
Dani Sturgis Agency, LLC filed Articles of Organization on 07/28/20. Its
office is located in Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent ofthe company upon whom
process against it may be served and a
copy of any process shall be mailed to
7014 13th Avenue, Suite, 202, Brooklyn
NY 11228. The purpose of the company
is any and all lawful activities.
Notice of Formation of
R&A Cleaning Services LLC
Articles of organization filed with
NYS Dept of State on 4/4/2020. County:
Monroe. Office location: 245 Rustic St.
Rochester NY 14609. SOS Has been designated as Agent of LLC upon whom
process may be served. SOS shall mail
copy of any process to: United States
Corporation Agents Inc. 7014 13th Ave
suite 202 Brooklyn NY 11228. Purpose:
Any Lawful Purpose

Thursday, August 27 — Thursday, September 3

RELIGIOUS SERVICES
Most religious services have been canceled
due to the Pandemic crisis. Please refer to
your syagogue’s website for information about
online services and events.
Temple B’rith Kodesh • tbk.org
2131 Elmwood Ave. 244-7060

Temple Beth El, Geneva • bethelgeneva.org
755 S. Main St. (315) 789-2945

REFORM

NOTICE OF FORMATION
Boom Payments LLC filed Articles
of Organization with the New York
Department of State on 7/08/2020. Its
office is located in Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent of the Company upon whom
process against it may be served and a
copy of any process shall be mailed to
1341 Fairport Road, Fairport NY 14450.
The purpose of the Company is any lawful purpose.

August 28, 7:32 — September 4, 7:20

Temple Emanu-El • emanuelrochester.org
2956 St. Paul Blvd. 266-1978

Temple Emanu-El Batavia
facebook.com/TempleEmanuElBatavia
124 Bank St., Batavia 343-7027

Congregation Etz Chaim • congregationetzchaim.org
2 Mountain Rise, Fairport 223-5344

Temple Sinai • tsinai.org
363 Penfield Rd. 381-6890

CONSERVATIVE

LEGAL NOTICE: NOTICE OF
FORMATION OF LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY:
The name of the Limited Liability Company is Prokperties, LLC. The Articles of
Organization were filed with the New
York Secretary of State on July 15, 2020.
The office of the Company is located in
the County of Monroe, State of New
York. The New York Secretary of State
is designated as the agent of the Company upon whom process in any action
or proceeding against it may be served,
and the address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of process in
any action or proceeding against the
Company served upon him or her is 422
Westchester Avenue, Rochester, New
York 14609. The purpose of the business
is any lawful business.

is 1279 Pittsford Mendon Road, Mendon, NY 14506. Purpose: any lawful
purpose.

Congregation Beth Hamedresh-Beth Israel
bhbirochester.org • 1369 East Ave. 244-2060
Temple Beth Am • bethamrochester.org
2131Elmwood Avenue, Entrance A 334-4855

Temple Beth David • tbdrochester.org
2131Elmwood Avenue, 266-3223

Temple Beth El • tberochester.org
139 Winton Rd. South 473-1770

Chabad Lubavitch • chabadrochester.com
1037 Winton Rd. South 271-0330

ORTHODOX

LEGAL NOTICE: NOTICE OF
FORMATION OF LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY:
The name of the Limited Liability Company is Prok Cubed, LLC. The Articles of
Organization were filed with the New
York Secretary of State on July 15, 2020.
The office of the Company is located in
the County of Monroe, State of New
York. The New York Secretary of State
is designated as the agent of the Company upon whom process in any action
or proceeding against it may be served,
and the address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of process in
any action or proceeding against the
Company served upon him or her is 6-6.5
Rowley Street, Apt. 4, Rochester, New
York 14609. The purpose of the business
is any lawful business.

is c/o 62 Bristol View LLC 7126 Valentown
Rd Victor, NY 14564. Purpose: Any lawful
purpose.

OTHER

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
The name of the Limited Liability
Company is 5180 Sunnyside LLC. Articles of Organization were filed with the
Secretary of State of New York (SSNY)
on June 30, 2020. The office of the LLC
is located in Monroe County. The business street address is 4476 Clover Street,
Honeoye Falls, New York 14472. SSNY is
designated as the agent of the Company
upon whom process in any action or proceeding against it may be served, and the
address to which the Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any such process is
4476 Clover Street, Honeoye Falls, New
York 14472. The purpose of the LLC is to
engage in any lawful act or activity for
which limited liability companies may
be formed.

Congregation Beth Hakneses Hachodosh
congbhh.org • 19 St. Regis Dr. North 406-7561
Congregation Beth Sholom
bethsholomrochester.org • 1161 Monroe Ave. 473-1625
Congregation Light of Israel (Sephardic)
lightofisrael.org • 1675 Monroe Ave. 271-5690
Ohel Avraham • ohelavraham.net
Temple B’rith Kodesh, 2131 Elmwood Ave. 389-2525

DEATH NOTICE
David M. Flaum
Thursday, August 20, 2020: The
family of David M. Flaum is
saddened to announce his passing today.
Over a successful career,
Flaum built a diverse real estate
portfolio and thriving real estate
company, Flaum Management
Company, Inc. He took pride in
redeveloping undervalued and
empty properties, transforming
them into thriving commercial
centers. But it was both his
business and his philanthropic
actions that defined his life.
The son of Holocaust survivors, he received three presidential appointments: two by
George W. Bush as member of
the Holocaust Memorial Museum Council, and one by Donald
Trump as member of the governing body of the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum.
Passionate about politics, he
also served as National Chairman of the Republican Jewish Coalition. He and his wife,
Ilene, endowed the University
of Rochester Flaum Eye Institute. Flaum served on the Board
of Trustees at the University of
Rochester and at Syracuse University, his alma mater.
David and Ilene recently received the 80th Rochester Ro-

tary Club’s Civic Award. In a
life distinguished by awards
and honors, his family says he
was most proud of the award he
received jointly with his wife,
children and grandchildren, in
2015: the Multi-Generational
Award for National Philanthropy Day given by the Association
of Fundraising Professionals,
Genesee Valley Chapter.
“My father’s commitment to
his family, his career, and his
community has been a powerful force that has changed this
world for the better, in the Jewish tradition of tikkun olam,”
says Asher Flaum. “Even in
this difficult moment, we will
draw on this example to build
on his legacy and honor his
memory.” b
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Technology …

As Cars Grow More Vulnerable to Cyber-Attacks,
Israeli Company Takes Lead in New Solutions
by

YAAKOV LAPPIN

(JNS) — A leading Israeli automotive cybersecurity company is teaming up with an
innovation lab that was opened
by the Renault and Nissan car
manufactures to build new cybersecurity technologies for the
vehicle market.
Cybellum, an Israeli company
established in 2016, announced
last month that it will work with
the Alliance Innovation Lab,
which was founded in 2019 in
Tel Aviv by Renault and Nissan.
One of the main focus areas
of the Alliance Innovation Lab
Tel Aviv is cybersecurity.
Speaking to JNS, Cybellum
CEO Slava Bronfman said the
old days in which cars were
offline are over.
“There is communication in
between the car’s components,”
he explained. “The touchscreen
can lead to the brakes. The
modern vehicle is a dense network, like an IT network in an
organization. When you hit the
brakes, this is not mechanical
anymore — you send a message
from the brake pedal to the internal system and to the smart
brake on wheel.
“This world has changed a
lot,” said Bronfman. “With Alliance, we will work on the
new architecture of vehicles,
and conduct risk analysis of the
interconnectivity of the whole
vehicle. We will simulate not
only cyber vulnerabilities, but
also the full attack chain on
entire vehicle.”
Asked how cyber-attackers
can reach vehicles, Bronfman
said would-be thieves can now
open cars with phone applica-

tions and even start engines
this way. They can approach
vehicles with digital keys and
get the engine going, he added.
“Today’s smart vehicles are
connected to Internet. They
have their own SIM cards. After
you get into the car, it broadcasts data to the manufacturer
over the Internet, such as GPS
data and speed,” said Bronfman. “Applications like Spotify, Netflix and Skype connect
into car’s internal system.”
He cited a famous 2015 cyber
attack on a Cherokee Jeep, in
which hackers demonstrated
their ability to take control of
the steering wheel using a cellular network connected to the
vehicle.
Cybellum’s risk analysis solutions automatically detect a
wide range of vulnerabilities in
vehicles, such as those in their
electronic control units.
“Using upcoming developments from the new cooperation, Alliance companies will be
able to use the Cybellum solution suite to gain full, ongoing
visibility to their cybersecurity
exposure at the vehicle level and
get the necessary guidance on
risk remediation,” according to
a joint statement by Cybellum
and the Alliance Lab.
Bronfman said his company
enables vehicle manufacturers
and suppliers to identify and
remedy security risks throughout the entire vehicle life cycle.
Manufacturers can take immediate actions and eliminate
any cyber risk in the development and production process
before any harm is done, while
continuously monitoring for

From left: Slava Bronfman, Cybellum CEO; Etienne Barbier, director at the
Alliance Innovation Lab Tel Aviv; and Eldad Raziel, Cyber Security Leader at
the Alliance Innovation Lab Tel Aviv. (Courtesy)

emerging threats to vehicles on
the road, he said.
The company operates on
the understanding that the old
world — in which cars, trains,
aviation and medical devices were offline — is changing
rapidly.
“The world has become highly connected. Everything that is
connected to the Internet has
value in the eyes of attackers,”
stated Bronfman.
Currently, the vehicle cyber-security industry is worth
some $4 billion, and by 2030,
it’s expected to grow to $10
billion.

‘Security changes
over time’
Currently, cyber attackers are
mostly seeking data with financial value or which infringe on
the privacy of car users, but
as time goes by and cars become increasingly networked,
the risks will grow to include
other types of potential attacks,
including the possibility of hijacking the vehicle itself.

In the first stage, prior to
production when the vehicle is
at the design phase, Cybellum
analyzes the initial protype
and locates cyber vulnerabilities. After sketching out the
risks, it highlights the needed
encryption levels and the right
kind of communications to cancel them out.
In the second stage, after the
car hits the road, the company
also plays a key role. Bronfman described this as “the
biggest conceptual change in
the cyber-security world. Unlike safety testing, security
changes over time. A component that was safe yesterday
could be vulnerable to new
cyber attacks tomorrow. We
therefore conduct continuous
monitoring.”
To achieve this, Cybellum
creates a full digital simulation of the vehicle to discover
vulnerabilities. In its cooperation with the Alliance Lab,
it is working to analyze the
full vehicle, not just individual
components — a highly com-

plex mission.
“Data broadcast from car
has value. It interests cyber
attackers to know the location
of a vehicle. They can follow
people of interest remotely by
breaking into the network, and
find out where you were and
when. Cameras in vehicles can
produce value for cyber attackers looking for data,” said
Bronfman.
He described the Israeli vehicle cyber-security industry
a world leader, adding that international companies often
acquire Israeli companies in
the field or set up scouting activities in Israel.
Etienne Barbier, director at
the Alliance Innovation Lab,
said, “We are looking into
fresh, novel approaches to the
most fundamental problems in
our industry.”
He added that “managing
software security is no longer
an optional activity for car
manufacturers, but a mandatory transformation to a future
with fully automated, self-assessed, self-healing software.
The Cybellum team built the
technology foundation necessary to make this future a
reality.”
Eldad Raziel, cyber-security
leader at the Alliance Innovation Lab, said “our collaboration with Cybellum will
bring to the market the first
solution that can calculate the
risk of a vulnerability in the
full vehicle context, help the
Alliance brands to manage the
risk accurately, save time and
be competitively prepared for
upcoming regulations.” b

Legal Notices …
NOTICE OF FORMATION
ARROYO ESCONDIDO LLC has filed
Articles of Organization with the Secretary of State on July 30, 2020. Its office is
located in Monroe County. The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will be
mailed to The LLC, 900 S Winton Road,
Rochester, New York 14618. The purpose
of the LLC is any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
263-265 ROSEDALE LLC has filed
Articles of Organization with the Secretary of State on July 30, 2020. Its office is
located in Monroe County. The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will
be mailed to The LLC, P.O. Box 326,
Manchester, New York 03105-0326. The
purpose of the LLC is any lawful activity.
Notice of Organization:
THE SPORTING JACK LLC was filed
with SSNY on 7/30/20. Office: Ontario
County. SSNY designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process may be
served. PO address which SSNY shall
mail any process against the LLC served
upon it: 1130 HUNTERS RUN, VICTOR,
NY, 14564. Purpose is to engage in any
lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
LCR ENTERPRISES LLC has filed Articles of Organization with the Secretary
of State on August 4, 2020. Its office is
located in Monroe County. The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent

upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will be
mailed to The LLC, 50 Commerce Drive,
Rochester, New York 14623. The purpose
of the LLC is any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
JAVED DENTAL PLLC has filed Articles of Organization with the Secretary
of State on May 12, 2020. Its office is
located in Monroe County. The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will be
mailed to The LLC, 5 Turtle Creek, Pittsford, New York 14534. Its business is to
engage in any lawful activity for which
professional service limited liability companies may be organized under Section
1203 of the New York Professional Service Limited Liability Company Act.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Oui Chef LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on 07/19/2020. Its principal office is in Monroe County, New
York. The Secretary of State has been
designated as its agent and the post
office address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of any process
against it is to the LLC at 60 Hampden
Road, Rochester, NY 14610. The Purpose
of the Company is any lawful purpose.
Notice of formation of limited
liability company (LLC)
Name: Lac De Ville Dental Practice,
PLLC. Articles of Organization filed

with the Secretary of State of New York
(SSNY) on June 11, 2019. Office location:
Monroe County. SSNY designated as
agent of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail copy
of process to: 2101 Lac De Ville Blvd.,
Rochester, NY 14618. Purpose: to engage
in any lawful act or activity.
Notice of Formation
TNT 73 Cook LLC (“LLC”) filed Articles of Organization with the NY Sec. of
State (“SSNY”) on 7/21/20. Office location: Monroe County. SSNY is designated
as agent of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served and shall mail
a copy of process to 170 Ambassador
Drive, Rochester, NY 14610. Purpose: any
lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
SERENDIB INTERNATIONAL LLC
Serendib International LLC filed
Articles of Organization with NYS on
11/22/2019. Its principal office is in Monroe County, New York. The principal
business location is 39 Essex Dr. Rochester NY 14623. The Secretary of State
has been designated as its agent and
the post office address to which the
Secretary of State shall mail a copy of
any process against it is c/o Serendib
International LLC, 39 Essex Dr. Rochester
NY 14623. Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
Notice of Formation of Limited
Liability Company (“LLC”)
Name: Labrecque Property Holdings, LLC. Articles of Organization filed
with the Secretary of State with the
State of New York (“SSNY”) on: August

5, 2020. Office Location: County of:
Monroe. Principal Business Location:
25 Highview Trail, Pittsford, New York
14534. Purpose: any and all lawful act
or activity. The Secretary of State of the
State of New York has been designated
as agent of the LLC upon whom process
against it may be served. SSNY shall mail
a copy of any process to: 25 Highview
Trail, Pittsford, New York 14534
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Kingsboro Partners, LLC filed Articles of Organization with the NY Department of State on 7/27/2020. Its office is
located in Monroe County. The Secretary
of State is designated as agent of the
Company upon whom process against
it may be served, and a copy shall be
mailed to 1657 East Avenue, Rochester, NY 14610. Its purpose is any lawful
business.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Kingsboro Ave Gloversville, LLC
filed Articles of Organization with the
NY Department of State on 7/27/2020.
Its office is located in Monroe County.
The Secretary of State is designated as
agent of the Company upon whom process against it may be served, and a copy
shall be mailed to 1657 East Avenue,
Rochester, NY 14610. Its purpose is any
lawful business.

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR AUTHORITY
GDC Hamburg LLC (LLC). Authority
filed with NY Secretary of State (NYSS):
8/6/20. LLC organized in DE 6/26/20.
NY office location: Monroe County.
NYSS designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be served.
NYSS shall mail copy of process c/o The
LLC, 1080 Pittsford Victor Rd, Ste 202,
Pittsford, NY 14604. Address of office
maintained in jurisdiction of formation:
1675 South State St, Ste B, Dover, DE
19901. Copy of Certificate of Formation
on file with DE Dept. of State, 401 Federal St, Ste 4, Dover, DE 19901. Purpose:
Any purpose.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR AUTHORITY
JTCM Hamburg LLC (LLC). Authority
filed with NY Secretary of State (NYSS):
8/6/20. LLC organized in DE 6/26/20.
NY office location: Monroe County.
NYSS designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be served.
NYSS shall mail copy of process c/o The
LLC, 1080 Pittsford Victor Rd, Ste 202,
Pittsford, NY 14604. Address of office
maintained in jurisdiction of formation:
1675 South State St, Ste B, Dover, DE
19901. Copy of Certificate of Formation
on file with DE Dept. of State, 401 Federal St, Ste 4, Dover, DE 19901. Purpose:
Any purpose.
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The News in Brief …
Germany Tries
to Calm Rising
Greece-Turkey
Tensions in Eastern
Mediterranean
(JNS) — German Foreign
Minister Heiko Maas visited
Greece and is also scheduled to
visit Turkey on Tuesday in an
effort to calm rising tensions
between the two countries over
energy resources in the eastern
Mediterranean, where both are
holding naval drills.
“The current situation in the
eastern Mediterranean is equivalent to playing with fire. Every
little spark can lead to catastrophe,” said Maas after meeting
his Greek counterpart Nikos
Dendias, reported Reuters.
The situation “concerns the
European family as a whole,
it concerns the E.U.’s sovereign rights, its… security,”

said Maas.
The European Union is backing member nation Greece in
the dispute, and European foreign ministers are to discuss
the issue at a meeting in Berlin
on Thursday and Friday.
Turkey began surveying for
oil and gas in the eastern Mediterranean earlier this month in
an area claimed by Greece.
Turkish Energy and Natural
Resources Minister Fatih Dönmez tweeted at the time that
the Oruç Reis research vessel
had lowered seismic cables into
the sea.
Turkey issued a Navtex advisory on Sunday that it was extending the vessel’s operations
until Aug. 27, and Greece responded with its own advisory
that it will be holding military
exercises in the same area off of
Crete, according to the report.
On Monday, Turkish Presi-

dent Recep Tayyip Erdoğan accused Greece of “sowing chaos”
and warned it would be left
isolated. Turkey issued another
Navtex that it would be holding
military drills in the same area.
Greek government spokesman Stelios Petsas has said
Greece is “responding calmly
and with readiness both on a
diplomatic and on an operational level,” and will defend its
sovereignty.
Israel’s Foreign Min ist r y
spokesman Lior Haiat tweeted earlier in August when the
tensions flared over the Oruç
Reis that “Israel follows closely
as tension arises in the eastern
Mediterranean. Israel expresses
its full support and solidarity
with Greece in its maritime
zones and its right to delimit
its [exclusive economic zone].”
https://www.jns.org/israeli-retailer-sues-unhrc-for-defamation-over-un-blacklist/

Israeli supermarket and telecoms magnate Rami Levy on
Monday filed a defamation lawsuit against the United Nations
Human Rights Council over
claims his company violates
international law by operating

in Judea and Samaria.
The claim, to the tune of
NIS 280,000 ($82,000), was
filed with the help of Shurat
HaDin — Israel Law Center,
after Levy’s supermarket chain,
which has several locations in
Judea and Samaria, was included in a list of businesses
the UNHRC determined were
operating illegally.
The U.N. agency’s blacklist
comprises 112 business entities,
94 in Israel and 18 in six other
countries — the United States,
United Kingdom, France, the
Netherlands, Thailand and Luxembourg — whose activities
“raise particular human rights
concerns.”
The suit, filed with the Jerusalem Magistrates’ Court,
claims that operating in Judea
and Samaria does not constitute
a violation of international law
or Palestinians’ rights.
“Jews and Palestinians are
employed equally by Rami
Levy. It can be said that the
plaintiff companies improve the
rights of Palestinians and their
financial well-being immeasurably,” Shurat HaDin wrote in
the claim.
The advocacy group further
claimed that the UNHRC was
“violating its own charter by
specifically singling out Jewish-owned businesses.”
Levy, whose brand holds the
second-largest market share in
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Israeli supermarket magnate Rami
Levi in one of his stores in Jerusalem
on June 23, 2016. Levy operates a
chain of 27 discount supermarkets in
central and northern Israel, employing over 5,000. (Miriam Alster/Flash90)

Israel’s food industry, said in a
statement, “I believe in true coexistence. All of the workers in
our market chain are employed
regardless of differences in religion, race or nationality and
are equally entitled and even
earn three times the wages of
what is the average wage in the
Palestinian Authority. We are
happy to serve all customers
regardless of religion, race and
nationality, and we will continue to do so.”
Shurat HaDin founder Nitsana Darshan-Leitner called
the UNHRC blacklist “blood
libel,” saying it means only to
“harm Israeli businesses’ reputation and hurt them financially
through boycotts.” b

Legal Notices …
Notice of Formation of LLC
Webster Skating LLC (LLC) filed
Arts. of Org. with Secy. of State of NY
(SSNY) on 8/10/2020. Office location:
Monroe County. SSNY designated as
agent of the LLC upon whom process
may be served and SSNY shall mail
process to the LLC at c/o Jenny Giles, 50
Fairlane Dr., Rochester, NY 14626. Purpose: any business permitted under law.
LEGAL NOTICE: NOTICE OF
FORMATION OF LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY:
The name of the Limited Liability
Company is Abundant Solar Power
(Nipher) LLC. The Articles of Organization were filed with the New York
Secretary of State on August 7, 2020.
The office of the Company is located
in the County of Monroe, State of New
York. The New York Secretary of State
is designated as the agent of the Company upon whom process in any action
or proceeding against it may be served,
and the address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of process in
any action or proceeding against the
Company served upon him or her is 700
W Metro Park, Rochester, New York
14623. The purpose of the business is
any lawful business.
LEGAL NOTICE: NOTICE OF
FORMATION OF LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY
The name of the Limited Liability
Company is Abundant Solar Power
(Hubbard) LLC. The Articles of Organization were filed with the New York
Secretary of State on August 7, 2020.
The office of the Company is located
in the County of Monroe, State of New
York. The New York Secretary of State
is designated as the agent of the Company upon whom process in any action
or proceeding against it may be served,
and the address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of process in
any action or proceeding against the
Company served upon him or her is 700
W Metro Park, Rochester, New York
14623. The purpose of the business is
any lawful business.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF 1500
S. COUNTY LINE ROAD LLC
1500 S. County Line Road LLC filed
Articles of Organization with NYS on

August 4, 2020. (1) Its principal office
is in Monroe County, New York. (2) The
Secretary of State has been designated
as its agent and the post office address
to which the Secretary of State shall
mail a copy of any process against it
is: the LLC, PO Box 230, Henrietta, NY
14467. (3) Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
CubeFire, LLC filed Articles of Organization with the New York Department of State on 07/27/2020. Its
office is located in Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent of the Company upon whom
process against it may be served and
a copy of any process shall be mailed
to 137 York Bay Trail, West Henrietta
New York, 14586. The purpose of the
Company is any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
AIRBOX BROTHERS, LLC
Airbox Brothers, LLC filed Articles
of Organization with NYS on 8/11/2020.
(1) Its principal office is in Monroe
County, NY. (2) The Secretary of State
has been designated as agent upon
whom process against it may be served
and a copy of any process will be mailed
to the LLC, 1 S. Clinton Avenue, Suite
C-200, Rochester, NY 14604. (3) Purpose:
Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LINDEN OAKS PRACTICE
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES, LLC
Linden Oaks Practice Management Associates, LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on 8/3/2020. (1)
Its principal office is in Monroe County,
NY. (2) The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent upon whom process against it may be served and a copy
of any process will be mailed to the LLC,
100 Linden Oaks #200, Rochester, NY
14625. (3) Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF STORAGE MALL
BROOKS AVENUE, LLC
Storage Mall Brooks Avenue, LLC
filed Articles of Organization with NYS
on 8/6/2020. (1) Its principal office is in
Monroe County, NY. (2) The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will be

Notice of Formation of LLC
270 On East Partners, LLC (LLC)
filed Arts. of Org. with Secy. of State of
NY (SSNY) on 08/12/2020. Office location: Monroe County. SSNY designated
as agent of the LLC upon whom process
may be served and SSNY shall mail process to the LLC at c/o CSD Housing, LLC,
642 Kreag Rd., Suite 301, Pittsford, NY
14534. Purpose: any business permitted
under law.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Notice of formation of limited liability company (LLC). Name: Sevey’s
Lodge LLC. Articles of Organization
filed with Secretary of State of New
York (SSNY) on August 12, 2020. New
York office location: Monroe County.
Principal business location: 7288 Rush
Lima Road, Honeoye Falls, New York
14472. SSNY is designated as agent
upon whom process against the LLC
may be served. SSNY shall mail a copy
of any such process to: 7288 Rush Lima
Road, Honeoye Falls, New York 14472.
LLC is to be managed by one or more
members. LLC is organized to engage
in any lawful act or activity for which
limited liability companies may be organized under the Limited Liability
Company Law.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR AUTHORITY OF FOREIGN
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
The name of the foreign limited
liability company (“LLC”) is Rochester
Storage QOZ LLC. App. for Authority
was filed in NY on 7/17/2020. Cert. of
Formation was filed in IL on 7/1/2020.
Its office is in Monroe County. LLC has
designated NY Sec. of State as agent for
service of process. Copy to be mailed
to 7300 N. Cicero Ave., STE 201, Lincolnwood, IL 60712. Copy of Cert. of
Formation can be obtained from IL Sec.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
CEDAR & DEED HOMES LLC
Cedar & Deed Homes LLC filed
Articles of Organization with NYS on
8/13/2020. (1) Its principal office is in
Monroe County, NY. (2) The Secretary
of State has been designated as agent
upon whom process against it may be
served and a copy of any process will be
mailed to the LLC, 5 Sunset Boulevard,
Pittsford, NY 14534. (3) Purpose: Any
lawful purpose.
NOTICE
Articles of Organization with respect
to LINCOLN ANALYTICS, LLC, a New
York limited liability company, were
filed with the Secretary of State of the
State of New York on August 12, 2020.
The county in New York State where its
office is located is Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent of LINCOLN ANALYTICS, LLC
upon whom process against it may be
served; and the post office address to
which the Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against, LINCOLN
ANALYTICS, LLC served upon him or
her is c/o the Company, PO Box 232,
Honeoye Falls, NY 14472. LINCOLN ANALYTICS, LLC is formed for the purpose
of engaging in any and all business
activities permitted under the laws of
the State of New York.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
RMD PARTNERS LLC has filed Articles of Organization with the Secretary
of State on August 17, 2020. Its office
is located in Monroe County. The Secretary of State has been designated
as agent upon whom process against
it may be served and a copy of any
process will be mailed to The LLC, 620
Park Avenue, Suite 325, Rochester, New
York 14607. The purpose of the LLC is
any lawful activity.
Notice of Formation of Limited
Liability Company (“LLC”)
Name: R & K Automotive LLC.
Articles of Organization filed with the
Secretary of State with the State of New
York (“SSNY”) on: August 17, 2020. Office Location: County of: Monroe. Prin-

cipal Business Location: 5 Sutton Point,
Pittsford, New York 14534. Purpose:
any and all lawful act or activity. The
Secretary of State of the State of New
York has been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY shall mail a copy of
any process to: 5 Sutton Point, Pittsford,
New York 14534
Notice of Formation of Limited
Liability Company (“LLC”)
Name: Reitz & Reitz, LLC. Articles
of Organization filed with the Secretary of State with the State of New
York (“SSNY”) on: 08/18/2020. Office
Location: County of: Monroe. Principal
Business Location: 81 Crossing Creek
Drive, Fairport, NY 14450. Purpose:
any and all lawful act or activity. The
Secretary of State of the State of New
York has been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY shall mail a copy of
any process to: 81 Crossing Creek Drive,
Fairport, NY 14450
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF MERAN JNN LLC
Meran JNN LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on August 13,
2020. (1) Its principal office is in Monroe County, New York. (2) The Secretary
of State has been designated as its
agent and the post office address to
which the Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against it is: the
LLC, 2300 Buffalo Road 100-D, Rochester, NY 14624. (3) Purpose: Any lawful
purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF MERAN KAF LLC
Meran KAF LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on August 13,
2020. (1) Its principal office is in Monroe
County, New York. (2) The Secretary of
State has been designated as its agent
and the post office address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against it is: the LLC,
2300 Buffalo Road 100-D, Rochester, NY
14624. (3) Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
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Politics …

Democrats Criticize Pompeo’s Address
by

JACKSON RICHMAN

(JNS) — Democrats expressed
concern over the decision by
U.S. Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo to address the Republican National Convention on
Tuesday night while on a diplomatic trip abroad. He is currently in Jerusalem after talks
with Israeli and other leaders,
including Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
Foreign Secretary of the United
Kingdom Dominic Raab.
“Secretary Pompeo’s decision
to address the Republican Convention from Jerusalem isn’t just
an abuse of taxpayer dollars, it
undermines the critical work
being done by the State Department,” said the Biden campaign
in a statement on Tuesday.
“Every day America’s diplomats

abroad proudly represent our
country — not a political party
— but Mike Pompeo’s repeated
and blatant use of his office
for overtly political purposes
only serves to undercut their
work, and it further weakens
the critical alliances and global
relationships that have already
been so badly damaged by this
administration’s recklessness.”
Furthermore, the Biden campaign accused the Trump administration of turning Israel
into a “political wedge issue”
and eroding bipartisan support.
Delivering remarks from a
foreign country during a national convention is a first.
Pompeo taped the remarks on
Monday on the rooftop of the
King David Hotel in Jerusalem.
This was despite him report-

edly telling U.S. State Department employees in July that
“presidential and political appointees and career SES (Senior
Executive Service) are subject
to significant restrictions on
their political activity; they
may not engage in any partisan political activity in concert
with a partisan campaign, political party or partisan political group, even on personal
time and outside of the federal
workplace.”
The State Department defended Pompeo’s upcoming remarks, saying that he would be
addressing the convention in a
“personal capacity” and that no
taxpayer dollars would be used.
“By violating another vital
norm-speaking to RNC from
Israel-@SecPompeo is helping

@realDonaldTrump further degrade American government,
just as their never-ending effort
to politicize Israel damages that
country. Trump & Pompeo care
only about themselves, not the
U.S., not Israel,” tweeted Democratic Majority for Israel on
Monday.
Halie Soifer, executive director of the Jewish Democratic
Council of America and former national security advisor
to Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.), the Democratic vice-presidential nominee, called the
planned remarks “unprecedented and highly unethical.”
“By arranging for Secretary
Pompeo to speak to the RNC
while on official travel in Jerusalem, Trump is once again
using Israel to score political

points,” she said.
The Republican Jewish Coalition came to his defense.
“Democrats wouldn’t perceive
a speech from Jerusalem, where
the Secretary of State Pompeo is
because he is in the middle of a
Middle East trip, doing important work for our country, if the
Democrats weren’t so bad on
Israel,” RJC spokesperson Neil
Strauss told JNS.
“The sensitivities that Joe
Biden has about Jerusalem are
of his making,” he said. “Mike
Pompeo, in his capacity as a
private citizen, shouldn’t have
to give up his chance to speak
at the RNC because Joe Biden is
bad on Israel.”
The Republican convention
began on Monday and concludes on Thursday. b

Legal Notices …
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF MERAN KLN LLC
Meran KLN LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on August 13,
2020. (1) Its principal office is in Monroe
County, New York. (2) The Secretary of
State has been designated as its agent
and the post office address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against it is: the LLC,
2300 Buffalo Road 100-D, Rochester, NY
14624. (3) Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF MERAN LCG LLC
Meran LCG LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on August 13,
2020. (1) Its principal office is in Monroe
County, New York. (2) The Secretary of
State has been designated as its agent
and the post office address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against it is: the LLC,
2300 Buffalo Road 100-D, Rochester, NY
14624. (3) Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF MERAN MPN LLC
Meran MPN LLC filed Articles of
Organization with NYS on August 13,
2020. (1) Its principal office is in Monroe
County, New York. (2) The Secretary of
State has been designated as its agent
and the post office address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of any process against it is: the LLC,
2300 Buffalo Road 100-D, Rochester, NY
14624. (3) Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
MERAN N2016RT LLC
Meran N2016RT LLC filed Articles
of Organization with NYS on August
14, 2020. (1) Its principal office is in
Monroe County, New York. (2) The
Secretary of State has been designated
as its agent and the post office address
to which the Secretary of State shall
mail a copy of any process against it
is: the LLC, 2300 Buffalo Road 100-D,
Rochester, NY 14624. (3) Purpose: Any
lawful purpose.
Notice of Formation of
Dongara Circle LLC
Art. of Org. filed Sec’y of State (SSNY)
06/02/2020. Office location: Monroe
County. SSNY designated as agent of
LLC upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of process to the LLC at 46 Ballard Avenue,
Spencerport, NY 14559. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
Notice of Formation
Bold Vision Career of Rochester
LLC (“LLC”) filed Articles of Organization with the NY Sec. of State (“SSNY”)
on 8/11/20. Office location: Monroe
County. SSNY is designated as agent of
LLC upon whom process against it may
be served and shall mail a copy of process to 1967 McDonald Ave., Brooklyn,
NY 11223. Purpose: any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Old Gate Advisory LLC filed Articles of Organization with the NY Department of State on 8/10/2020. Its

office is located in Monroe County.
The Secretary of State is designated
as agent of the Company upon whom
process against it may be served, and a
copy shall be mailed to 75 Ambassador
Drive, Rochester, NY 14610. Its purpose
is any lawful business.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
Lane Family, LLC filed Articles of
Organization with the New York Department of State on August 12, 2020.
Its office is located in Monroe County.
The Secretary of State has been designated as agent of the Company upon
whom process against it may be served
and a copy of any process shall be
mailed to 484 Lexington Avenue, Rochester, NY 14613. Any lawful purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE: NOTICE OF
FORMATION OF LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY
The name of the Limited Liability
Company is MCA Medina LLC. The
Articles of Organization were filed with
the New York Secretary of State on August 14, 2020. The office of the Company is located in the County of Monroe,
State of New York. The New York Secretary of State is designated as the agent
of the Company upon whom process in
any action or proceeding against it may
be served, and the address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy
of process in any action or proceeding
against the Company served upon him
or her is 25 Chaseview Road, Fairport,
New York 14450. The purpose of the
business is any lawful business.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of limited liability company (LLC) Aegis Technologies
LLC. Articles of Organization filed with
the Secretary of State of the State of
New York (SSNY) on August 19, 2020.
Office location: 64 Olivia Drive, Rochester, New York 14626, Monroe County.
SSNY designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to 64 Olivia Drive, Rochester, New York 14626.
Purpose: to engage in any lawful act
or activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
Battista HVAC/R LLC filed Articles
of Organization with the New York
Department of State on 7/01/2020. Its
office is located in Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent of the Company upon whom
process against it may be served and a
copy of any process shall be mailed to
733 Marshall Rd, Rochester NY 14624.
The purpose of the Company is any
lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
Glow Spa Roc LLC filed Articles
of Organization with the New York
Department of State on 8/21/2020. Its
office is located in Monroe County. The
Secretary of State has been designated
as agent of the Company upon whom
process against it may be served and a
copy of any process shall be mailed to

14 Cherry Road, Rochester NY 14612.
The purpose of the Company is any
lawful purpose.
The Granata Group LLC, Arts of
Org. filed with Sec. of State of NY
(SSNY) 6/22/20. Cty: Monroe. SSNY
desig. as agent upon whom process
against may be served & shall mail process to 910 Pinnacle Rd., Henrietta, NY
14467. General Purpose.
785 Fairport Rd, LLC, Arts of Org.
filed with Sec. of State of NY (SSNY)
7/2/2020. Cty: Monroe. SSNY desig. as
agent upon whom process against may
be served & shall mail process to Law
Office of Anthony A. Dinitto, LLC, 2250
West Ridge Rd., Ste. 300, Rochester, NY
14626. General Purpose.
783 Fairport Rd, LLC, Arts of Org.
filed with Sec. of State of NY (SSNY)
7/2/2020. Cty: Monroe. SSNY desig. as
agent upon whom process against may
be served & shall mail process to Law
Office of Anthony A. Dinitto, LLC, 2250
West Ridge Rd., Ste. 300, Rochester, NY
14626. General Purpose.
105 South Lincoln Rd, LLC, Arts
of Org. filed with Sec. of State of NY
(SSNY) 7/2/2020. Cty: Monroe. SSNY
desig. as agent upon whom process
against may be served & shall mail process to Law Office of Anthony A. Dinitto, LLC, 2250 West Ridge Rd., Ste. 300,
Rochester, NY 14626. General Purpose.
Big Guys Camping LLC, Arts of Org.
filed with Sec. of State of NY (SSNY)
8/6/2020. Cty: Monroe. SSNY desig.
as agent upon whom process against
may be served & shall mail process to
3739 Monroe Orleans County Line Rd.,
Brockport, NY 14420. General Purpose.
Notice of formation of limited
liability company (LLC)
Name: Laurielly Delights, LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State of New York (SSNY) on
August 17, 2020. Office location: Monroe County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY shall mail copy of
process to: 51 Bedford Street, Rochester, NY 14609. Purpose: to engage in
any lawful act or activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY
You Centered Health Neurology,
PLLC filed Articles of Organization
5/5/2020. Office in Monroe County.
Agent for service of process: NY Secretary of State. Address for service of
process: 35 Atkinson St, Rochester, NY
14608. Profession: medicine.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
WhiteCliff Ventures, LLC
WhiteCliff Ventures, LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on
June 22, 2020 Its principal office is in
Monroe County, New York. The principal business location is 43 Whitecliff
Dr, Pittsford, NY 14534The Secretary of
State has been designated as its agent

and the post office address to which the
Secretary of State shall mail a copy of
any process against it is c/o WhiteCliff
Ventures, LLC 43 WhiteCliff Dr Pittsford,
NY 14534. Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
Whiskey Point LLC has filed Articles
of Organization with the Secretary of
State (SOS) on 8/24/20. Its office is located in Monroe County. The SOS has
been designated as agent upon whom
process against it may be served and a
copy of any process will be mailed to
The LLC, 40 Sutherland St, Pittsford, NY
14564. The purpose of the LLC is any
lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Route 222 Cortlandville LLC filed
Articles of Organization with the NY
Department of State on 8/17/2020. Its
office is located in Monroe County.
The Secretary of State is designated
as agent of the Company upon whom
process against it may be served, and a
copy shall be mailed to 1777 East Henrietta Road, Bldg. A, Suite 100, Rochester,
New York 14623. Its purpose is any
lawful business.
NOTICE OF ORGANIZATION
Notice of formation of limited liability company (LLC). Name: Innovation
Partners ROC LLC (the Company). Articles of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of NY (SSNY) on 08/25/2020. NY
office location: Monroe County. SSNY
is designated as agent upon whom
process against the Company may be
served. SSNY shall mail a copy of any
such process to: c/o The Company, 1890
South Winton Road, Suite 100, Rochester, NY 14618. The Company is to be
managed by one or more managers.
No members of the Company shall be
liable in their capacity as members of
the Company for debts, obligations or
liabilities of the Company. No member
of the Company, solely by reason of
being a member, is an agent of the
Company for the purpose of its business, and no member shall have the
authority to act for the Company solely
by virtue of being a member. Purpose/
character of the Company: any and all
lawful activities.
NOTICE OF FORMATION
OF RFESO LLC
RFESO LLC filed Articles of Organization with NYS on 8/24/2020. (1) Its
principal office is in Monroe County,
NY. (2) The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent upon whom process against it may be served and a copy
of any process will be mailed to the LLC,
PO Box 521, Spencerport, NY 14559. (3)
Purpose: Any lawful purpose.
NOTICE OF ORGANIZATION
Notice of formation of limited liability company (LLC). Name: WCI Property Management LLC (the Company). Articles of Organization filed with
Secretary of State of NY (SSNY) on
08/18/20. NY office location: Monroe
County. SSNY is designated as agent

upon whom process against the Company may be served. SSNY shall mail
a copy of any such process to: c/o the
Company, 550 Latona Road, Rochester,
New York 14626. The Company is to be
managed by one or more managers.
No members of the Company shall be
liable in their capacity as members of
the Company for debts, obligations or
liabilities of the Company. No member
of the Company, solely by reason of
being a member, is an agent of the
Company for the purpose of its business, and no member shall have the
authority to act for the Company solely
by virtue of being a member. Purpose/
character of the Company: any and all
lawful activities.
Rothschild Psychological Services, PLLC filed Articles of Organization with the NY Department of State
on August 20, 2020. Its office is located
in Monroe County. The Secretary of
State has been designated as agent
of the Company upon whom process
against it may be served, and a copy
of any process served upon him or her
shall be mailed to 160 Allens Creek
Rd, Ste 160, Rochester, NY 14618. The
profession to be practiced is psychology.
Notice of Formation of Limited
Liability Company (“LLC”)
Name: GrutTria Property LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the
Secretary of State with the State of New
York (“SSNY”) on: 08/26/2020. Office
Location: County of: Monroe. Principal
Business Location: 135 Wintergreen
Way, Rochester, NY 14618. Purpose:
any and all lawful act or activity. The
Secretary of State of the State of New
York has been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY shall mail a copy of
any process to: 135 Wintergreen Way,
Rochester, NY 14618
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(Under Section 206 of the Limited
Liability Company Law) 1. The name
of the limited liability company is Port
Jefferson Crossing Managing Member, LLC (the “Company”). 2. The Articles of Organization of the Company
were filed with the Secretary of State
of the State of New York on August
6, 2020. 3. The office of the Company
within the State of New York is in the
County of Monroe. 4. The Secretary of
State of the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the Company
for the purpose of service of process.
The address to which the Secretary of
State shall mail a copy of any process
against the Company serviced upon
him or her is 1000 University Avenue,
Suite 500, Rochester, New York 14607.
5. The character and purpose of the
business of the Company shall be to
act as managing member or general
partner of an entity that will own real
estate and any other purpose permitted
by New York law.
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Viewpoint …

Support for Black Lives Matter
Repeats a Lethal Error of History
by

MELANIE PHILLIPS

(JNS) — Those who fail to learn from
the mistakes of history, it is said, are
doomed to repeat them.
In the 20th century, thousands of
progressively minded people supported Soviet communism. Believing this
ideology was the key to a better world,
they refused to acknowledge the horrific
abuses under Stalin when millions were
brainwashed, murdered or starved to
death.
Today’s progressives are behaving in
similar fashion in response to another
onslaught on civilized values, perpetrated in the name of an ideology with the
same roots as Soviet communism. And
just as in the last century, a dismaying
number of its cheerleaders are Jews.
In both America and Britain, Jewish
leaders and community groups overwhelmingly back Black Lives Matter.
Since Jews have suffered from bigotry,
discrimination and social alienation,
they feel a duty to express solidarity
with black people who they believe are
experiencing similar difficulties.
But BLM, which took off after last
May’s death of George Floyd under the
knee of a police officer, is not about
promoting fairness and tolerance.
It is instead a nihilistic, violent, revolutionary movement committed to
defunding the police as an incorrigibly
racist institution, closing the prisons,
destroying the family and overthrowing
white capitalist society. What’s more,
many of its leaders are white.
There’s no doubt that black people
experience bigotry, and that there are
racist police officers.
But a significant number of police

officers are themselves black; most
people who are killed in police custody
are white; and most black people who
are murdered are killed by other black
people.
Moreover, BLM’s denunciation of
white society as racist is itself a racist
act since it categorizes an entire ethnic
group as bad. Yet progressive people
have bought into this malign agenda.
In the name of the BLM movement
thuggish mobs, including supporters
of the “anti-fascist” Antifa, have been
subjecting the public to shocking levels
of violence over the past three months
in a number of cities. Democrat administrations in such places have let this
happen with no pushback against the
rioters, sometimes even stripping the
embattled police of funds.
In Seattle, marchers demanded that
white residents give up their homes
and abused them as racists when they
protested. In Minnesota, demonstrators
shrieking obscenities assembled outside
the home of the president of the Minneapolis police department union and
vilified his neighbors.
The worst and most sustained violence has taken place in Portland, Ore.
This week, one such mob there beat up
a homeless, white, transgender person.
A man who tried to help the victim was
attacked in turn by the rioters, who
dragged him out of his truck and beat
him almost to death.
Yet this sustained thuggery has been
all but totally ignored by the media.
There’s been not one word of criticism
from the Democratic Party. Instead, it
wove support for BLM into its convention this week, with Democratic Nation-

al Committee chairman Tom Perez declaring: “We will not miss this moment
to ensure those values are reflected in
everything we do.”
Worse still is the reaction of the
broader intellectual establishment. In
both America and Britain, universities,
corporations, voluntary organizations,
cultural bodies and other institutions
have adopted the BLM agenda of bullying white people to “check their privilege.”
In Britain, supposedly impartial civil
servants have openly endorsed BLM
activism and have declared their intention to “tackle the whiteness” of senior
officials. One of these used her department’s intranet to advise her colleagues:
“Recognize your white privilege… call
out racism in your family, friends and
colleagues… (unintended or not).”
This sinister attempt to force people
to denounce themselves and their loved
ones is straight out of the Soviet communist playbook.
As Yoram Hazony writes in Quillette,
anti-racism and other “woke” ideologies are all rooted in Marxism. They
have adopted some of its key precepts:
that all relationships are defined by
power, that people are either oppressors
or oppressed, and that through “false
consciousness” oppressors may not
even realize they are indeed oppressive.
Hence the demand for white people to
acknowledge their guilt.
What makes Jewish support for BLM
even more grotesque is its profound
anti-Semitism, identifying “Jewish privilege” as the worst manifestation of
“white privilege.”
Many Jews, particularly in Israel,

are in fact brown or black-skinned.
Whiteness, though, is deemed to be
less about pigment than power. BLM
ideology portrays Jews as all-powerful
because they are seen to run the world
that “oppresses” black people.
This poisonous prejudice against the
Jews, which has achieved such traction
that “ JewishPrivilege” briefly became
a trending Twitter hashtag until one
feisty Israeli led a fightback, emanates
in particular from two highly influential
groups in the black community.
The first is the Nation of Islam, the
black power movement led by Louis
Farrakhan who calls Jews “Satanic”
and says: “When you want something
in this world, the Jew holds the door.”
The second is the Black Hebrew Israelites, two of whose members attacked
a kosher grocery store in New Jersey
last December after murdering a police
officer. This group spreads the preposterous canard that black people are the
descendants of Moses and real children
of Israel, while the Jews themselves are
imposters who stole Judaism from them.
All this has been ignored by progressive Jews, who instead are eagerly
volunteering their community for mass
self-denunciation by blaming “white
Jewish privilege”.
In Forward, for example, Julia Appel
defines this by “the way we’re visually
categorized in a split second by the
power structures of our society.”
And so: “You can be Jewish and the
child of Holocaust survivors and still
benefit from white privilege — a privilege that accrues to you whether you’ve
chosen it or not.”
(Lethal Error — Page 20)

Essay …

The Jewish Value Missing in Joe Biden’s Speech
by

DAVID SUISSA

What did Joe Biden fail to
tell us in his eloquent acceptance speech on the night of
Aug. 20 at the Democratic National Convention?
If you’re into foreign affairs,
you probably were miffed that
he didn’t bring up the serious
threats to U.S. interests from
Iran and China. If you’re into
domestic policy, you may have
been disappointed not to hear,
as Ronald Brownstein wrote in
The Atlantic, “a more targeted
economic message to working
and middle-class families.”
And if law and order is your
thing, you probably wondered
why Biden didn’t bring up the
rioting and violence that have
plagued several U.S. cities this
summer.
What did I miss hearing the
most?
First, here’s what I liked
about the speech: Passion and
decency. No matter which side
of the political fence you’re on,
that stuff counts. Character
counts. Empathy counts.
At a time of deep crisis and

division in our society, Biden
hit all the right emotional
notes. His speech offered an
uplifting, hopeful, almost utopian vision of America.
But to achieve that vision,
ever ything came from the
government. While Biden kept
using the word “together,” at
no point did he ask me to do
or sacrifice anything. That is
what I missed most about the
speech.
He could have said something like this:
“My government will do everything in its power to fight
the COVID-19 virus, to revitalize our economy, to reduce
income inequality, to even the
playing field for all Americans,
to strengthen our safety net, to
improve health care and education, to fight climate change
and give everyone a shot at the
American dream.
“But there’s something you
can do that I can’t. You can
volunteer in your communities to help the less fortunate.
You can learn new skills in
a changing job market. You

can become a better parent,
spouse, son or daughter, sibling, friend, boss, neighbor,
citizen.
“If we a re goi ng to get
through this crisis together as a
nation, let’s remember that the
government can’t do it alone.
Policies from the top need partnership on the ground. Great
initiatives need people to do
their share. It’s not enough to
demonstrate or to vote. To succeed together, we all must contribute, each in our own way,
to the common good.”
Biden is hardly the first politician to promise the moon
without asking for anything
in return. That’s how selling
works. One side offers something that sounds amazing, the
other side buys. The seller assumes the buyer will be turned
off by “too much truth.”
But politicians shouldn’t underestimate the power of candor and honesty. For one thing,
it will grab people’s attention.
Can you think of anything
more attention-getting than a
politician who’s honest about

what they can’t do and candid
about what you can do?
President John F. Kennedy
gave us a taste of such honesty
with his famous words, “Ask
not what your country can do
for you; ask what you can do
for your country.”
Kennedy, of course, is the
exception that proves the rule.
Most politicians are too eager
for our support to ask us for
anything other than our vote
and a donation. Putting any
more pressure on the voter is
seen as too risky.
But if asking people to share
responsibility is risky, it also
can be empowering. If all I
hear is what you can do for me,
you diminish me. But when
you treat people like partners,
you empower t hem. Deep
down, people like to hear they
have plenty to contribute —
to their country, communities
and families. It makes them
feel important, invested.
Pushing for new government
policies is indispensable, but
it’s not enough. People need
skin in the game. The policies

that matter most to our country, ultimately, are the ones we
choose to run our own lives.
Those are the policies rooted
in the Jewish value of personal
responsibility.
We hear a lot about the Jewish values of justice, human
rights and compassion, and
Biden’s speech had them well
covered. But the Jewish value
of taking responsibility — both
for our lives and the welfare
of our nation — is the harder
sell. It’s the value we often find
missing in modern discourse
and political speeches.
When Biden said, “United we
can, and will, overcome this
season of darkness in America,” he didn’t specify what that
meant for us. In other words,
what should “we the people”
do to help our country overcome this darkness?
If Biden wants to “build back
better,” he’ll need more than
a great big government. He’ll
need a great big citizenry ready
to step up. b
This article was first published by the
Jewish Journal.
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Politics …

Homeless Shelters are Dividing
Jews on NY’s Upper West Side
by

HANNAH DREYFUS

(The New York Jewish Week
via JTA) — The conversion of
three hotels on the Upper West
Side into temporary homeless
shelters has divided the local
Jewish community.
Rabbis and other area residents are lining up on both
sides of a heated debate over
the relocation of some 700
homeless individuals, which
critics say has brought drug
use, crime and vagrancy to the
relatively affluent area.
“We are not NIMBY people,”
said Rabbi Robert Levine of
Congregation Rodeph Sholom,
using the acronym for Not In
My Backyard. “But the city
can’t slip 700 homeless people
into local hotels and expect the
community not to notice.”
Supporters of the shelters,
meanwhile, say the community
needs to welcome the residents
and show more compassion to
the homeless during the coronavirus.
Rabbi Lauren Grabelle Herrmann of SAJ, a pluralistic synagogue in the neighborhood,
spearheaded efforts to deliver resources to the makeshift
shelters. In a widely circulated
letter, she implored community

The Lucerne Hotel on Manhattan’s Upper West Side has been converted into a homeless shelter during the COVID-19
crisis. (Upper West Siders for Safer Streets)

members to “learn more about
the roots of homelessness and
examine our own prejudices.”
The three area hotels — the
Belleclaire on Broadway, the
Lucerne on 79th Street and the
Belnord on 87th Street – were
converted to house the homeless under a contract between
FEMA and the city. Each is run
by a separate nonprofit. Hotel
rooms are necessary to protect
the homeless from COVID-19,
officials explain.

The community response —
evident in opposing Facebook
groups each with thousands
of members, dueling petitions,
and countless calls and Zoom
meetings with local politicians
— touches upon several lightning rod issues, including racism, safety, privilege and the interpretation of the Jewish edict
to help the poor.
I n U p p e r We s t S i d e r s
for Safer Streets, a private Facebook group that has amassed

over 7,000 members over the
course of days, local residents
have been angrily sharing concerns.
“We are for homeless assistance & compassion but we are
against registered sex offenders
and drug use in our community,” the page description reads.
(Several registered sex offenders were among those
housed originally at the Belleclaire and the Lucerne. In an
Aug. 9 email, local City Council

member Helen Rosenthal addressed the issue, saying she
will be “hawkeyed about ensuring that laws regarding sex offenders’ residency, and proximity to schools and playgrounds,
are being closely followed.”)
The Facebook group includes
nu merou s photog raph s of
homeless people, largely unmasked, sitting on street corners, injecting drugs and urinating in public.
“We’re not bigots if we want
kids to be safe,” said Rabbi
Levine, whose Reform synagogue has several thousand
members. He criticized elected
officials for the abrupt, nontransparent manner in which
the new, purportedly temporary
shelters were introduced.
Jewish residents of the Upper
West Side have also been mainstays of the counter-effort to
support the new homeless residents.
“We c a n come toget her
around not harassing these
people,” Rabbi Herrmann said.
Snapping and sharing photos
on social media of “unfortunate
behavior” undermines a “compassionate approach,” she said.
Work ing a longside Her r(Homeless — Page 20)

Culture …

For Sean Connery’s 90th Birthday,
The Secret Jewish History of James Bond
by

SETH ROGOVOY

It’s hard to imagine anyone
less Jewish — or more goyish — than James Bond: He of
the shaken-not-stirred-martinis; he who serially beds the
blond, buxom “Bond girls”; he
who drives the latest, fastest,
gadget-equipped sports car. He
may be the hero, but he’s no
mensch. The United Kingdom
newspaper the Daily Mirror recently called the fictional secret
agent (and sometimes it’s easy
to forget that Bond is an invented character, not a real person)
“a British icon as enduring as
the Royal Family and the Rolling Stones.”
In fact, Bond was the literary
creation of novelist Ian Fleming, a notorious right-winger
who, like many Englishmen
of his generation, wore his
anti-Semitism on his sleeve.
Fleming’s books, unlike the
much more popular films they
spawned, occasionally trade
in vulgar and hateful Jewish
stereotypes, and whenever a
character does seem Jewish, he
is always a villain.
From its beginning more
than a half-century ago, from
the 1962 “Dr. No” through the

2012 film “Skyfall,” Jews have
played an essentially creative
role in the James Bond film
series. A Jewish-inspired gem
business theme plays out in
the series, whose titles include
“Goldfinger” and “Diamonds
Are Forever.” Fleming based
the title character of “Goldfinger,” who is Bond’s nemesis, on Ernö Goldfinger, the
real-life Hungarian-born Modernist architect and leftist who
was a neighbor of Fleming’s in
Hampstead. Fleming invested
his Goldfinger, renamed Auric
(meaning “gold” in Latin), with
an obsession with power. The
movie “Goldfinger” elides the
character’s Jewish origins,
which in Fleming’s original
are the subject of some consideration. Ironically, German
actor Gert Fröbe, who portrayed Goldfinger in the film,
had been a member of the Nazi
Party during World War II.
Hollywood being Hollywood,
a place more friendly and conducive to Jewish participation
than Fleming’s universe — fictional or otherwise — there
have been plenty of Jewish contributions, or contributions by
people who happen to be Jew-

ish, to the James Bond corpus.
Ken Adam, aka Sir Kenneth
Adam, OBE, was the production
designer on all the classic 1960s
and ’70s Bond films, from “Dr.
No” in 1962 to “Moonraker” in
1979. Adam was born in Berlin
in 1921; his father and uncles
were successful high-fashion
clothiers, prominent in the city
since the late 19th century.
Adam and his family left for
England in 1934, after Nazi
harassment forced them out of
business. Adam was one of only
two German nationals who flew
planes for the wartime Royal
Air Force; had the Germans
captured him, he could have
been executed as a traitor rather than kept as a prisoner of
war.
Irvin Kershner, whose directorial credits include “The Empire Strikes Back” and the TV
movie “Raid on Entebbe” (for
which he received an Emmy
nomination), and who played
the role of Zebedee, the father of the apostles James and
John, in Martin Scorsese’s “Last
Temptation of Christ,” helmed
the 1983 Bond film, “Never Say
Never Again,” which marked
Sean Connery’s return to the

(Getty Images)

title role and made Kershner
the only person to direct both
a “Star Wars” film and a James
Bond film, two of Hollywood’s
most successful franchises.
(The Bond films are second
only to the Harry Potter films
in total revenue.)
Harry Saltzman, born Herschel Saltzman in Quebec, was
the proverbial rebel who at age
15 ran away from home and
joined the circus. During World
War II he served with the Canadian army in France, where
he met his future wife, Jacqui,
a Romanian immigrant, and
began his career as a talent
scout. He wound up working

as a producer for theater and
then film in England in the
mid-1950s, and after reading
Fleming’s “Goldfinger” in 1961,
he optioned the film rights to
the Bond stories.
Saltzman’s friend, screenwriter Wolf Mankowitz, introduced
him to the American-born Albert R. Broccoli, who also wanted to make James Bond films.
Together, Saltzman and Broccoli formed Eon Productions, the
company that to this day — still
owned by Broccoli’s heirs (Broccoli bought out Saltzman in 1975)
— produces the official Bond
movies. Mankowitz, a native
of London’s East End, which
was the heart of the Jewish
community at the time, was an
incredibly prolific and successful writer whose outlets included musical theater, novels and
screenplays, one of which is the
first draft of the first Bond film
for Eon, “Dr. No.” Mankowitz
allegedly asked that his name
be removed from the credits,
fearing that the film would be
a flop and damage his reputation. Ironically, the release of
security files in 2010 showed
that Mankowitz was suspected
(James Bond — Page 20)
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Lethal Error
To people like her, only white
people can guilty of bad things.
“Black and Jew are uttered in
one breath by white supremacists,” she writes. True; but it
doesn’t occur to her that “white
and Jew” are uttered in the
same breath by black power
ideologues. Nor do people
like Appel square their “white
privilege” with the fact that
the Jews are racially attacked
more frequently than any other
group.
Over the years, Jews have

been prominent in helping tackle prejudice and discrimination
against black people, so many
of whom are decent, moderate
and patriotic and whose view
of the Jews is benign. Yet here
are Jews eagerly offering up the
community’s collective throat
to the metaphorical knife of
defamation, vilification and
the potentially murderous lie
that their very identity makes
them oppressive, exploitative
and altogether bad.
So deeply are they gripped

James Bond
by the MI5, the British security
service, of being a Soviet spy.
The 1967 film version of “Casino Royale,” based on Fleming’s very first Bond novel, is
one of the only ones not produced by Eon, although Mankowitz had a hand in writing
the screenplay, as did fellow

Homeless
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and elsewhere. The Jews on
that committee believed they
were on the same side as Stalin
against evil.
Accordingly, they assured
their Western audiences that
there was no anti-Semitism
in the Soviet Union. But when
they started to praise Jews who
had stood up against Hitler,
Stalin’s anti-Semitism was unleashed; and so his loyal apologists on the committee were
rounded up, tortured, subjected
to secret trials and executed.

Today’s Jews who have
signed up to the BLM agenda are their ideological heirs.
Whether they are truly in the
grip of this latest Marxist-based
delusion or are simply trying
to protect themselves by going
along with it, they are helping
promote anti-white racism, anti-Jewish hatred and anti-West
insurrection.
And tragically, they fail to
see that this monster they are
helping create is coming for
them, too. b

fore the latter began producing
the Bond series, wrote most of
the classic Bond films. Maibaum began his writing career
in New York as a playwright,
and his work included the anti-lynching play “The Tree,” and
“Birthright” — an anti-Nazi
drama. Maibaum contributed

to all but three of the Bond
films, beginning with “Dr. No”
and running through “License
To Kill,” in 1989. More than
anyone, perhaps even Fleming, Maibaum can be said to
have created and sustained the
mythical icon of Bond. Mensch
or not, Bond has proved to be

an enduring figure over the
past 50 years, one whose image
has been shaped, prodded and
refined — in significant measure by Jews — far beyond
anything Fleming might have
imagined or, indeed, may have
wanted. b

munity has dealt with over the
last century, I have trouble understanding why we can’t be
more moved to make our neighborhood a welcoming one,” she
said. Bender criticized vocal
members of the West Siders for
Safer Streets group for “failing
to see a connection between
this type of reaction and the
collective work we have to do
against racism.”
Shachar Benjamin, a 28-yearold risk manager and resident
of the neighborhood’s Moishe
House, said the “reduction of
what’s going on to ‘taking care
of the poor or not taking care
of the poor’ is simplistic and

inaccurate.”
“We’ve been made to feel that
if we don’t support what’s going
on or if we even complain, we
must hate poor people,” said
Benjamin, a graduate of the
Columbia/Jewish Theological
Seminar y joint-degree program. An active poster on the
Safer Streets Facebook group,
he was criticized for a recent
post praising the international
media attention the local controversy has received.
“All other considerations have
been swept under the rug for
the sake of virtue signaling,” he
said, firing back at the Equitable
Streets camp. “What about wom-

en’s safety? What about victims
of sex crimes who don’t want
to be in close proximity to sex
offenders? What about the fact
that many of these people are
not wearing masks in the midst
of a global health pandemic?”
Among the many Orthodox
members of the Jewish West
Side community, whispers about
leaving the city for good are
spreading like never before, according to several Orthodox rabbis who requested anonymity.
“After COVID-19, we’re already scared of people moving
out of the Upper West Side,”
one young rabbi of a large Orthodox congregation said.
“We’re being presented with
an unhelpful and untrue binary: Either you support the new
shelters or you’re dehumanizing the homeless,” said Rabbi
Daniel Sherman of West Side
Institutional Synagogue, a large
Modern Orthodox congregation
in the neighborhood attended
by many young families. “Taking care of the poor, something
we as Jews should all value, is
being used as a straw man to
avoid engaging in real debate
and conversation regarding the
safety of our community.”
Rosenthal, meanwhile, has
said that the city has made
“clear mistakes” in its communication with the neighborhood and local officials. In a
recent update to constituents,
the Council member said the
city has committed to holding
meetings with community leaders on a regular basis. She also
noted that some of the complaints she has been receiving
are not related to the shelters
but to preexisting homeless encampments in three spots along
Broadway.
She also assured residents
that the hotel residents will return to the city’s “congregate”
shelters when officials determine it is safe. b
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Jewish writers Ben Hecht, Joseph Heller and Billy Wilder
(along with Terry Southern,
John Huston and Val Guest).
The spoof feat u red ac tors
Woody Allen and Peter Sellers.
New York-born screenwriter Richard Maibaum, who already worked for Broccoli be-
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mann, area resident Melissa response to the new shelters
Bender has been instrumental as blatant evidence of racism.
in creating a counter Facebook (Since May, Bender and her
group and drafting a petition to family have left their residence
support and advocate for the due to the constraints of the
new homeless neighbors. (The pandemic. They plan to return
petition, titled “Upper West Sid- in September for the school
ers for a Compassionate, Safe year, she said.)
and Equitable Community,” had
“The idea that we, as resi1,500 signatures as of Tues- dents of the Upper West Side,
day, compared to the nearly have the right to admit or deny
6,000 signatures garnered by entry to other people is a racist
the petition demanding “safe and uninformed position,” she
and clean streets on the Upper said.
West Side.”)
Bender, a physician turned
Bender, a mother and self-de- photojournalist and a congrescribed “lifelong New Yorker” gant at SAJ, said her position is
who 2lives
the Upper
West
informed
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by this mind-twisting dogma,
they simply cannot grasp that
what they tell themselves is a
Jewish moral imperative is in
fact the antithesis of Jewish
ethics — and one, furthermore,
which has the Jews themselves
in its sights.
In 1942, the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee was set up by
Stalin to raise funds for the
war effort against Nazi Germany. Led by prominent Jewish writers, it raised millions
of dollars in the United States

